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USG votes no confidence in exec VP
n Anthony
Hernandez, vice
president of USG
and expected
president-elect,
formally censured
for conduct
unbecoming
BY MIKHAIL SEDOV
FEATURES EDITOR

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Anthony Hernandez with the CURE party, now formally censured for electioneering.

The USG unanimously censured
Anthony Hernandez, head of the
CURE party and current USG vice
president, last Tuesday after he
publicly admitted to exposing private financial information related
to student organizations during his
run for president.
Based on current data, Hernandez has been slated to enter the
office of USG president next year,
though the election results are currently under dispute. See “USG
election results” page 1.
The formal letter of censure
cites “poor exercise in judgment,

Lenovo’s unique global growth strategy
n Lenovo’s VP and
counsel talks on
challenges facing
firm

unethical behavior, and failure to
execute the duties of his office,” regarding year-to-date tenure as vice
president.
“The Senate condemns Anthony
Hernandez,” said Ana Kovziridze,
vice president of Academic Affairs,
speaking on behalf of the student
legislation. “The members were
very upset that he exposed confidential club information, such as
private accounts, for personal political gain. They [senators] were
very close to impeaching him, but
the motion was shy of a couple of
votes. So, they chose to censure
him instead.”
The planned meeting was interrupted after Vladimir Yelizarov,
senator and chairman of the finance
committee, said that several club
members told him that Hernandez
showed private documents to students on campus. An executive session was immediately announced
to take place behind closed doors.
After deliberation, they followed
with a vote of no confidence.
Yelizarov said in a separate interview that he was upset because
Hernandez used raw data without
explaining how the budgets were
allocated, which could have given
off the impression that his committee was biased. He pointed at
a binder on his table, which stores

n Results may be
upheld, thrown out
or re-polled, based
on special meeting
to be held April 30
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James P. Shaughnessy explains Lenovo’s strategy in China and in the U.S. markets.
Senior Vice-President and General
Counsel for Lenovo. Mr. Shaughnessy joined the company in July
2005, bringing with him more than
20 years of expertise in the computing industry from working for
PeopleSoft, Compaq and HewlettPackard to name a few.
Mr. Shaughnessy said that he
feels happy to be working for a
foreign and growing multinational
company because Lenovo is like
Dell and Microsoft for the Chinese
market and people. To introduce

OPINION

his rising team, Shaughnessy mentioned the respectable IBM acquisition as a “fish eating the whale.”
Lenovo, whose Chairman is Yang
Yuanqing, 42, a powerful capitalist
with Western ideals for his company and CEO William Amelio, a former member of the executive board
for Dell, was a very small company
known as the Legend Group when
it started in 1984. It all started in a
65-square foot guardhouse found-
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USG election
results in limbo

STAFF WRITER

The trend of globalization in the
U.S. has led to rising competition by
foreign multinational companies in
emerging markets. These markets
are known as the “BRICs” which are
Brazil, Russia, India and most notably China (all of these developing
countries are expected to dominate
the world economy by 2050). The
fastest-growing market in the last
past two years was China, with its
new multinational firms like Lenovo, which is now the third-largest
personal computer company with
revenues exceeding the $13 billion,
after Dell and Hewlett-Packard,
since its IBM computing acquisition in April 2005.
On Wednesday, April 25, The
Weisman Center for International
Business and the Zicklin School
presented the Mitsui Lunch-Time
Forum, covering Lenovo’s current
process and challenges of growing
globally with James P. Shaughnessy,

detailed information on how each
club’s budget was decided. “Without this book,” he said, “I don’t
think anybody has a right to look
at these numbers without explanation.”
Director of student life Carl Aylman echoed Yelizarov’s comments
when he said, “If I just put the raw
numbers out, it doesn’t really tell
anybody what they asked for the
money for. If I am a club and I ask
for $10,000 and I am going to put on
seven different events that are going
to have a certain size, than $10,000
may be a reasonable request. If I
am Club Y, and I come and ask for
$10,000 so I can have fillet mignon
lunch for my club members and
student government turns it down,
well that’s not a justifiable request,
and student government is justified
in turning that down.”
Fearing for the privacy of documents stored in her office, USG
Treasurer Khanna Tsymuk publicly
banned Hernandez from entering
her office on the second floor of the
Vertical Campus. “There is a lot of
financial information in my office.
A lot of it is private or confidential
to club officers, and I felt that the
least I could do is ensure that that
information is safe.”

The outcome of recent USG elections remained unclear last week,
amid numerous complaints about
voting problems. The Student Elections Review Committee, which is
composed of three students and
four staff members, met Tuesday,
but failed short of certifying the
elections. A special meeting was
announced to take place Monday,
with representatives of the three rival parties invited to attend.
Carl Aylman, director of student life, said Monday’s session
will be “based on the charges that
were submitted by the CURE party
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against SOUL and VISION and
jointly by Vision and SOUL against
the CURE party.”
“It’s kind of unusual to have
these many charges being filed
against each of the parties,” he
added.
Aylman — who chairs the committee but abstains from voting due
to a conflict of interest — stated
that SERC might choose between
three options, “sustain the election
results as they are, throw out the
election and call for a new election
in the fall semester, or selectively
disqualify candidates for violations.” No details were released regarding the nature of complaints,
but several sources in the student
government said on condition of
anonymity that anti-Semitic slurs
were made against one party’s candidate.
According to the initial results
announced on the last day of the
elections, the CURE party led by
Anthony Hernandez won the majority of seats.
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Spring Fling returns for thirtieth year
<Games, live music
and entertainment
to take over the
25th street block in
support of Baruch
student clubs and
organizations
BY LAURA RAMIREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The 30th annual Spring Fling will
take hold of the Baruch community
with a bang on Thursday, May 3
from noon until 3 p.m.
The event, which is sponsored by
the Office of Student Life, the Undergraduate Student Government
and various student organizations,
will be held on 25th Street between
Lexington and Third Avenues (between the Vertical Campus and the

Newman Library building).
With games, live music and food
it is the last celebration of the semester before the stress that comes
with final exams and end of semester assignments.
It is also an opportunity for students to see and meet members of
various clubs that also bring their
own entertainment while trying to
raise awareness of their clubs.
Many clubs use the day to showcase their talents and to try and
recruit new members for the next
year.
With the tradition of having the
Spring Fling the first Thursday of
May, it makes it easier for alumni
to remember to stop by. The police
estimate is that around 2,500 people will attend the Spring Fling.
The 30th Spring Fling promises
more events than before which include a dunk tank, live musical performances, a rock climbing wall,
over $3,000 worth of free food and
snacks and many inflatable attractions.

ROBERT BENIMOFF I THE TICKER

Last year’s Spring Fling was a huge success — come out this year and make it just as great!

Arab Alliance invites students to walk through Arabia

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Students from colleges throughout the city came together to celebrate their Arab heritage.
BY ALI A. KHALIQ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last Monday, the Arab Alliance
hosted their Second Annual Walk
Through Arabia event in the Multipurpose Room. The event started at
6 p.m. and carried on until 10 p.m.
with student attendees from institutions such as NYU, Columbia,
Fordham, CUNY Brooklyn, Hunter,
St. John’s and NYIT. Arab Alliance
members Nasser Mohammed and
Ismahane Merazga hosted the
event. The tables were loaded with
samples of Middle Eastern food
such as pitas, hummus, babaganoush, tabouli, kebbe and rice. In a
tent setup in the corner, Taha Zahid
drew intricate Henna designs for
female attendees.
More than 200 students participated in the celebration of Arab
Culture. Badar Dossary, an Arab-

American who attends NYIT appreciated how organized the event
was and said, “Our events tend to
be less organized. Baruch really
seems to be a diversity hub where
people converge in achievement.”
One of the highlights of the
night was the Spoken Word. Remi
Kanazi, co-founder and a primary
writer for the political Web site poeticinjustice.net, and Tahani Salah,
a Palestinian-American who is a
sophomore at Columbia University wowed the crowd by reciting
eloquent poetry themed around
the Palestinian plight for freedom,
identity and peace.
Many students appreciated the
promotion of their culture and the
opportunity to dispel stereotypes
that depict Arabs as terrorists. “I
think inaccurately associating Arabs as terrorists is wholly inaccurate, and simply can’t be thought to

represent Arabs or reflect their culture,” said Glenn Apolinar, a sophomore and former Student Government candidate.
“I’ve found Arab people to be
very hospitable and I just love their
music and food,” said a Dominican-American student. The Debkah dancing was the most captivating feature of the event. Debkah is
a traditional Arab folk dance going
back generations and is also the
national dance of many Arab countries. Debkah is a dance of community and is often performed at
joyous occasions where dancers
hold hands and stomp their feet in
rhythm, emphasizing their connection to their land.
The Arab Alliance invited two
Debkah groups to perform: the
Salam Debkah and Al-Nujoom
Debkah Group. The Salam Debkah troupe started in the summer

of 2005 under the leadership of
the Arab American Association of
New York and the Al-Nujoom Debkah group is an established group
formed in the 1980s to promote
Palestinian Culture. The latter performs regularly at the United Nations. Arab-Americans of Baruch
felt that the event was a joyous
reminder of the culture they grew
up with. William Hatter, a School
of Public Affairs graduate student,
said “I found this event to be a great
way to culturally interact with Arabs outside my family for the first
time.” Hatter saw this as a way to
learn more about a culture that he
hardly knew growing up. Similarly,
Mariam Roxz, a junior accounting
major, said, “I don’t even speak
Arabic but I feel connected to my
Arab roots hearing that beat,” in
reference to the excitement of the
music.

This cultural event marks a
greater objective in the Arab-American community, which is the goal
of re-establishing Arab Culture and
Identity in America. Khadijah Abdul-Nabi, a junior at Columbia said,
“There is a phenomena of bringing
the Arab community together and
Ehab Zahriyeh [the President of the
Arab Alliance] is a key figure in this
movement across New York City.
Despite being a bit overcrowded, Baruch students seemed to enjoy the event with fellow students
from across the city. The purpose of
Arab unity and cultural education
seemed to have been understood
well by students. “I’m from Morocco, the land of the bravest, the
land of love,” said Samir Elmokhtar,
a Baruch junior. “But, we’re all Arabs and Muslims more importantly, and therefore share common
bonds.”
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Director of Sudan programs gives Ottoman Empire
update on condition of Darfur
at Baruch College
<Jason A. Small
discusses his role in
the Darfur Conflict
and where we go
from here
BY SHERVAN SEBASTIAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Millions have been displaced
from their homes, starved, diseased and raped. Hundreds of
thousands have been exterminated. These are the innocent civilians
of the Fur, Zaghawa and Massaleit
ethnic groups, caught in the cross
fire of a constant, violent struggle
between warring anti-government
militias and an administrative attempt at quelling the rebellion.
This is the picture of Darfur
painted by many international aid
groups, but also the picture painted by Jason A. Small, deputy director of the Office of Sudan Programs
Group at the U.S. Department of
State, in a videoconference at the
Newman Library last Tuesday.
Small began the conference by
explaining the role he has played
in mediating the conflicting between the warring sides thus far.
As part of President George W.
Bush’s Special Envoy he was part
of a team that traveled to Sudan in
an attempt to broker negotiations
between the North and South of
Sudan. While those negotiations
were underway and according to
Small, becoming increasingly successful, a violent uprising erupted
in Western Sudan by rebel groups,
which attacked government outposts in the Darfur region. In turn
there was a vigilant response by
the government in Khartoum with
the funding and supporting of the
Janjaweed militia and this has led
what has internationally become
known as the “Darfur Conflict.”
To date, the United States has
been the first country to label the
conflict in Sudan as “genocide”; the
U.S. is also the only country to label
the conflict in Sudan as such with
other countries stopping short of
this step, which would compel the

international community to intervene more aggressively.
The U.S. has also given economic donations and financial aid
to Sudan in the past several years
to help support peace-brokering
efforts. “We gave out 2.7 billion
dollars over the past two years” according to Small. “And that number will increase this year.” He continued. This is coupled with U.S.
policy that prevents any person,
business or entity from having any
economic ties with Sudan without
permission from the Treasury Department and any transaction that
is confirmed to have originated in
Sudan is immediately frozen. “We
have pretty much zero trade with
Sudan but we are the ones always
talking about putting more sanctions on Sudan,” Small says with a
slight laugh at the irony. However,
questions have been raised internationally regarding this strategy
of severing all economic ties with
Sudan as it inhibits the ability of
the U.S. government to negotiate
directly with the government.
One of the primary peace initiatives that have been instituted
in Sudan is the implementation
of a 7,000 member African Union
peacekeeping force in 2004. This
force exists on a peacekeeping
charter and its primary purpose is
to oversee the enforcement of the
peace agreement signed between
the Sudanese government and the
opposition groups. There has been
considerable pressure put on this
force by the Janjaweed as well as by
the rebel groups, though its initial
presence led directly to a decline
in the displacement and murder
of Sudanese civilians. The expectation was that this A.U. force would
cede into a larger U.N. peacekeeping mission before the end of its
charter in 2006 but opposition by
the Sudanese government prevented this shift from occurring.
And while the U.S. funds one-third
of this A.U. peacekeeping force,
Europe funds another one-third
with Canada and other countries
funding the remaining portion of
the mission.
One of the hindering sidebars
that exist within the Sudanese conflict is the perceived issue of West-

ern nations versus the Islamic religion. Sudan is a nation composed
of a large percentage of Muslims
and a nation such as the United
States would experience considerable international and MiddleEastern condemnation if they were
to invade a third Arab country in
five years, including Afghanistan
and Iraq. The United Nations Security Council consists of five permanent members and so far none
have volunteered or supported a
resolution to force a United Nations peacekeeping force into Sudan without the consent of the
Sudanese government — a move
that is not expected from Sudan
anytime soon.
Another concern is the issue of
who the economic and political
partners of Sudan are and the possibility to mediate a peace agreement through pressure exerted by
these alliances. According to Small
“Sudan’s heat shield” has typically
been China and Egypt. “Those are
the countries they typically run to
for support.” China is one of several countries that trades with Sudan
and has been reluctant to approve
a UN mission in what can be interpreted as fears of disrupting economic interests in the region. Small
also stated, “One of the things that
I think is missed is that Europe
actually does more business with
Sudan than China does. There are
economic statistics to show this.”
Indicating the State Department’s
position that European support for
the economy and consequently the
government of Sudan is partly responsible for funding the conflict.
Though there is no easy answer
regarding the conflict in Darfur,
there are still diplomatic channels
that are being tried to bring this
situation to a conference room
were a new peace agreement can
be reached. Students can petition
their local representatives to persist in supporting U.S. governmental efforts to broker a peace agreement and to continue to donate
funds to aid Sudanese refugees.
The situation in Sudan is dire,
but not lost; after all, millions of
people still live in Sudan and will
continue to require help and foreign assistance.

BY GREGORY ZAREFES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Bruce Fein is a constitutional
and international lawyer who was a
deputy attorney general in the Reagan administration. He is an experienced columnist for The Washington Post and The Washington Times,
and has appeared multiple times on
CNN and C-Span. He spoke at Baruch College on March 27, regarding the alleged Armenian genocide
of 1918 by Ottoman Turks.
Fein began the program by discussing the history of the Ottoman
Empire and the legacy of racial tolerance it had towards minorities.
Although certain taxes were levied
against non-Muslims, the Ottoman
Empire had a good human rights
record, and in some cases was even
a refuge for Christians from civil
war in neighboring countries. This
much is acknowledged by most
scholars. Next, Fein argued against
an inaccurate revisionist history.
He cited a quote that is often misattributed to Marie Antoinette, and
the death of two princes in Richard III as two examples of myths
that have become ingrained in the
popular consciousness. By repeating these myths, the public at large
is done a disservice, and the full
implications of an event cannot be
reasonably assessed. By referring
to the massacres as genocide, we
“cheapen” the Holocaust, and do a
grave disservice to a real genocide.
A point that Fein made multiple
times is that genocide is a systematic “attempt to exterminate a race
or people.” Given the Ottoman
Empire’s liberal stance towards minorities, it seems unlikely that such
an Empire would lend itself to the
perversion of genocide. However,
given the far-reaching political
implications that genocide would
carry, Armenians have a clear motive for portraying the massacres as
genocide.
In 1820, when the Greek War
was being fought, Armenians
sought the support of the West, and
sought to provoke Turks into fighting a war for independence. Similarly, on the eve of World War I in
1914, tensions between Armenians
and the rest of the Ottomans were

high. During World War I, in which
Armenians fought against the Ottomans, this was a form of treason, as
Armenians were Ottoman subjects.
Given obvious security risks,
the Ottomans relocated Armenians, which was clumsily done.
Fein compared this event to the
internment of Japanese Americans
during World War II, except that it
was hastily and poorly executed,
and resulted in mass casualties.
However, a comparable number of
Turks were killed, which substantiates that this was fighting and massacre, but not genocide.
Fein continued by addressing
the evidence that Armenians offer.
Much of it is from either Ambassador Henry Morgenthau (who was,
in fact, far removed from actually
witnessing the events firsthand,)
or Secretary of State William Bryan,
who was in the United States. Another piece of evidence that corroborates the Turkish claim is that
Turks have declassified their archives of the period, while Armenians have not.
Also to be considered is the fact
that Armenians have refused to
take the case to World Court, which
would seem to damage their credibility. Fein mentioned that the
American Congress is prepared to
vote on the matter, determining
whether genocide did indeed occur. He noted the irony of this measure, to the applause of audience
members. “Politicians do not study
history when they vote [on] historical events, they study constituencies.”
He asserted that Armenians
are very wealthy and very well organized in their attempt to portray
their version of history. He claimed
that the construction of an Armenian genocide museum in Washington, D.C., as the byproduct of
active petitioning, is an attempt to
rewrite history.
When asked whether free speech
was the correct tool to resolve the
two irreconcilable versions of history, Fein was skeptical. “Truth is
not self-executed,” therefore characteristic Turkish reticence was
part of the problem: in order to
defend themselves Turks would
have to vociferously present their

Student loan industry exposed as corrupt in Congress
<House of
Representatives
holds a hearing
on “Examining
Unethical Practices
in the Student Loan
Indusrty”
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT

Washington, D.C. — “This hearing comes at a time when it’s getting
harder and harder for our nation’s
students and families to afford college,” Rep. George Miller, chairman
of the U.S. House of Representatives
Education and Labor Committee,
correctly pointed out at the beginning of hearing on “Examining
Unethical Practices in the Student
Loan Industry” held on Tuesday,
April 25. “As we work to make college more affordable, we also have
an obligation to make sure that our
nation’s federal student loan programs are working as intended: to
help students and families pay for
college.”
Unfortunately, in today’s world

where taking out loans in order
to pay for college is practically a
must students are served by a system that Rep. Miller describes as
“hijacked by third parties who are
more interested in boosting their
bottom lines than serving the best
interests of students and families.”
To get a closer look at how corrupt
the system really is, the committee
heard from State of New York Attorney General Andrew M. Cuomo,
who has conducted an investigation into the student loan industry.
While Cuomo’s investigation
was focused on New York’s loan industry, this is nation wide problem.
According to Cuomo, “Two-thirds
of all four year college graduates
have loan debt. The student loan
industry has swelled to become
a greater than $85 billion per year
industry.”
The procedure for applying and
receiving loans is complex and
confusing and to make sense of
this “dizzying array” of possible
loans students and their families
seek advice from their colleges that
provide them with preferred lender
lists. The lenders on these lists receive up to 90 percent of the loans
borrowed by the institution’s students and parents.
What seems to be at the core of
most of the corrupt practices is rev-

enue sharing, described by Cuomo
as “an arrangement under which a
lender pays an institution of higher
education a percentage of the principal of each loan.” It is due to this
revenue sharing and these “unholy
alliances” that most schools are

““We cannot rely
upon state law
enforcement officials
to keep doing
the work of the
federal Education
Department.”
- Rep. George Miller
D-CA

inclined to further the interests of
the lender through the lenders lists
rather than the interests of the student.
Additional problems uncovered
by the investigation included revenue the preferred lenders lists, im-

proper relationships between lenders and financial aid officers and
administrators, quid pro quo opportunity loans, undisclosed sales
of loans to another lender and denial of choice of lender by schools
implying that students are limited
to specific lenders.
The main of the solutions to
these unethical practices suggested by Cuomo was for schools and
lenders to adopt “Education Loan
Code of Conduct.” Furthermore,
Cuomo called for the enactment of
the Student Loan Sunshine Act and
national as well as congressional
action in dealing with the corruption within the industry.
In his opening statement, Rep.
Miller called on Secretary of Education to take the following actions
to help end the corruption and
“cronyism”: impose a moratorium
on “preferred lender lists,” clearly
define and end bribes paid by lenders, require full disclosure by lenders and schools of their relationships, instruct schools and lenders
to cease and desist all conflict of
interests and to conduct oversight
of Department of Education employees.
“Efforts to focus only on regulation or oversight of this complex financial aid system will not produce
all of the necessary reforms. We

must not lose sight of the larger picture—as the Commission [on the
Future of Higher Education] noted,
the entire financial aid system is
in urgent need of reform,” read a
statement by U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings, calling
Cuomo’s testimony “ill-informed
on the Department’s actions and
on federal law.”
Secretary Spelling had a lot to
defend after the Tuesday’s hearing
at which both Congress members
and Cuomo criticized the Education Department. “The practices
we have uncovered were not undiscoverable until now,” claimed
Cuomo, who previously referred
to the department as “asleep at the
switch.” “Rather, the entity charged
with maintaining the integrity of
the student loan market failed. The
failure of the Department to pass
adequate regulations is disappointing and irresponsible.”
“We should be grateful to the attorney general for their efforts, especially because the federal Education Department has been missing
in action,” agreed Rep. Miller. “We
cannot rely upon state law enforcement officials to keep doing the
work of the federal Education Department.”
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CUNY praised on Capitol Hill for its accessibility to immigrants
<System is
recognized for
offering excellent
ESL programs
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT

A familiar name echoed within
the halls of the Cannon House Office building on Capitol Hill on
Friday, April 13. At the forum concerning a newly released report,
“Opening the Door to the American
Dream: Increasing Higher Education Access and Success for Immigrants” by Wendy Erisman, Ph.D.,
and Shannon Looney for the Institute for Higher Education Policy,
it was no surprise that CUNY was
frequently mentioned considering it is one of the most successful
college systems in its dealings with
immigrants.
“CUNY plays a particularly important role in access to higher
education for immigrants. The
university takes pride in its diverse
student population and its record
enrollment and retention rates for
immigrants,” read the report. “In
2000, 49 percent of first-time fresh-

men were foreign-born, a considerable mark higher than the percentage of foreign-born persons in the
overall New York City population.
These immigrant students were
more likely to be enrolled in community colleges — 55 percent of
freshmen at CUNY’s community
colleges were foreign-born, compared with 44 percent of those at
four-year colleges.”
The report’s New York section
focused on the CUNY system and
highlighted some of its ESL programs such as the CUNY Language
Immersion Program (CLIP), which
was created in 1996 and is now offered at nine CUNY campuses. The
one CUNY campus that was singled
out in the report and was referred
to quite a bit was LaGuardia Community College.
Besides focusing on the successes of the CUNY school system
in this matter, the report also pointed out areas that could use improvement. “Immigrants with no
support network are less likely to
hear about the program or attempt
the CUNY entrance exam. In addition, the New York Immigration
Coalition has reported that CUNY’s
mandatory skills testing may have
contributed to a decline in immigrant enrollment at the system’s

four-year colleges, suggesting that
access to bachelor’s degrees may
be more of a challenge for immigrant students.”
The report listed various barriers faced by immigrant students
when pursuing higher education.
These barriers include financial
need, inadequate academic preparation, lack of “college knowledge,”
work and family responsibilities, as
well as limited English proficiency.
These barriers significantly affect
both legal and illegal immigrants.
“Immigrants play a crucial role
in the American workforce, but will
need access to higher education
to effectively contribute to the U.S.
economy in the 21st century,” stated Erisman in regards to the reasoning behind the formulation of
this report. “Legal immigrants represent a substantial segment of the
U.S. population, but have received
little attention in higher education
policy, despite barriers that can
prevent them from enrolling in and
completing college.”
The solution presented by the
report consisted of four parts. (See
Table).
While Erisman and Looney did
not discuss CUNY in any extent
during their presentation, they did
refer to it as a great example of how

Federal and State Financial Aid

• Increased grant aid would benefit all low-income students, including legal immigrants
who depend on federal and state financial aid to pay for rising college costs.
• Will help to ensure that legal immigrants remain eligible for Title IV financial aid programs.

College Access Program

• Federal TRIO programs can further assist low-income immigrant students by addressing
their particular needs. TRIO staff members should receive training on immigrant issues.
• State, local and institutional programs can help immigrant
students navigate the college admissions process.

English as a Second Language

• Target adult education block grants to states to help supply
ESL classes and train qualified ESL instructors.
• Expand outreach to immigrant communities with the lowest rates of
college enrollment to ensure that they are aware of ESL opportunities.

Programs for Teenage
Immigrants

• Funding is needed for high school ESL classes and “newcomer” programs
that assist teenage immigrants in adapting to life in the United States.

Stock options reconsidered
BY JAE CHUNG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Monday, about 40 students
and faculty members congregated
in the Newman conference room
on the seventh floor of the library
building to watch the third annual
Oxford Debate.
The topic was on whether stock
options should be abolished as a
form of executive compensation. It
is a highly controversial issue that
is debated intensely between those
who favor and oppose; the stock
option issue made headlines by the
scandals of WorldCom and Enron.
The Oxford Debate, as it is conducted at Baruch College, consists
of two teams each consisting of one
Baruch student, one Baruch professor and one guest speaker. The
students open the debate by each
taking five to eight minutes to articulate the argument of their team
in separate speeches. They are followed by the Baruch professors
and then the guest speakers. After
all debaters have concluded their
speeches, everyone, along with
members of the audience, have the
ability to pose questions and comments directed at the arguments
that have been made.
This year’s student debaters
consisted of Jae H. Chung, president of the Baruch College Debate
Team, and Ravi Gill, a graduate student and former president of Sigma
Alpha Delta Honor Society.
Chung, who favored stock options, spoke about the roles of incentives, fairness and accuracy in
compensation and the universal
nature of corruption.
Gill, who opposed stock options,
spoke of the rampant corruption
present in current compensation
packages while stressing that stock

option fluctuations are not on par
with the changes in stock prices.
He recommended restricted stock
options as an alternative compensation package for executives, stating that they were less susceptible
to corruption.
The faculty speakers were Jay
Dahya, a finance professor and former advisor to the European Union
Monopolies and Mergers Commission, and Carol Marquardt, an accounting professor and a member
of the editorial board of the Accounting Review.
Dahya, who favored stock options, began by discussing recent
scandals. He then defended stock
options by arguing that it was the
poor oversight of the executive
compensation committee that was
at fault. He ended his speech with
an analogy of “a poor workman
blaming his tools.”
Marquardt, who opposed stock
options, supported Gill’s argument
that restricted stocks were a better
alternative to stock options.
The guest speakers consisted of
Greg Libertiny, a senior financial
and operations executive and the
current chief financial officer of Auburn Bio Diesel Corporation, along
with David Morris, a former senior
vice president and the co-director
of Corporate Accounting Policies at
JPMorgan Chase.
Libertiny, who favored stock options along with Chung and Dahya,
began his speech by stating that
out of the 13,000 publicly traded
corporations in America, only 170
of them had stock option scandals.
He then argued how stock options
helped fuel the growth of so many
of America’s corporations, and
what the alternative would look like
without them.
Morris, ironically, was against

stock options, although his retirement package from JPMorgan was
composed mostly of stock options.
Morris claims that although he
benefited from stock options, the
use of it created perverse conditions in the corporation and within
executive committees.
Following the debate and a Q&A
session by the audience, the coordinator of the Zicklin Center for Corporate Integrity, Mathew Lepere,
concluded the event and informed
the audience members that they
had the option of voting for the winners by walking through two different exits. “If you leave through the
left exit, you are for the abolition of
stock options, whereas, if you leave
through the right exit, then you are
in favor of stock options.” The tally
at the end indicated that the majority of the audience members were
overwhelmingly in favor of stock
options to a vote of 30–9.
This semester’s Oxford Debate
was co-sponsored between Sigma
Alpha Delta, the Baruch College
Debate Team and the Robert Zicklin School of Corporate Integrity.
The event, which was started in
2004 by Sigma Alpha Delta, is held
every semester by the Baruch Debate Team and Sigma Alpha Delta.
Ever since the fall of 2005, the Oxford Debate has been co-sponsored
with the Baruch Debate Team. After a few highly successful events,
the semi-annual Oxford Debate is
quickly becoming one of Baruch
College’s signature events.
Previous events debated topics from FISA and the warrant-less
wiretapping, teaching intelligent
design in public schools, if the
United States plays a positive role
in the world and if China is a threat
to the American economy.

various recommended programs
should work during the Q&A. “…
The CUNY system — with its variety of programs for immigrants at
every stage of education — shows
that support programs, combined
with adequate financial assistance,
make it possible for immigrant
students to enroll and succeed in

postsecondary education. As more
states become home to new waves
of immigrants, they can look to New
York for ways to ensure that these
new residents gain access to the
education they need to contribute
effectively to the state’s economic
growth.”

Lenovo continues to grow
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
ed by 11 researchers who operated
Lenovo as an independent company with an initial investment of
$25,000 from the China Academy
of Science. Now, Lenovo’s robust
growth is primarily comprised
from the revenues coming from
its three major segments devoted
to small and medium-sized businesses: the notebook computer,
the desktop computer and mobile
handset markets. According to
Lenovo’s ’06-07 annual report, 49
percent of the revenue comes from
the notebook computer market,
followed by the desktop computer
market with 45 percent and 4 percent for the mobile segment.
Lenovo’s sales have exponentially grown in China, but it has
been challenged in foreign markets. Under Yuanqing, Lenovo has
already implemented restructuring plans to participate in highvolatility ventures to gain entry to
higher growth market segments
outside China, primarily in the
Americas. Some of the plans involve studying Western companies
and Lenovo’s competitors, and
adapt better “managerial practices
to provide quality products and
services effectively,” said Shaughnessy. In order to expand globally,
Shaughnessy quotes Yuanqing:
“we need to teach our factories not
to urinate in the factories,” in refer-

ence to their strong commitment
to their focus on quality products
from the competition.
In terms of investing, Shaughnessy was very hesitant to talk
about next quarter’s earnings
since in the last quarter, sales declined by 9 percent in the United
States. After careful research,
Lenovo (LNVGY) could be a great
option to have in a diversed portfolio. Lenovo’s analyst team predicts a 61 percent global growth by
2010 due to its organic expansion
and new business opportunities
with IBM. Shaughnessy believes
that with a focus on the company’s
performance in the past and emphasizing their strategic goals, by
operating efficiently and effectively, through optimal cuts in costs,
Lenovo can actually almost double
their revenues in the “BRICs” with
a 94 percent growth, an estimate of
a 52 million increase on personal
computers alone.
Lastly, Shaughnessy went over
Lenovo’s most important steps
to build a trusted and respected
brand. The Lenovo group and IBM
group have only two design teams
to work together on what is their
operations and units development. Lenovo will also be launching an improved consumer unit
very soon to facilitate services to
individuals as well as large enterprises, and are working on education affinity programs as well as re-
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Hernandez given formal censure Letter of censure to
in USG meeting following election the executive vice
ß CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Aylman defended the treasurer’s decision on Friday, saying
“[Tsymuk] has every right to say
you can’t come in to her office, especially in light of the fact that he
[Hernandez] acknowledged distributing material that came out of
her office that was not supposed to
be distributed outside of the members of student government for
consideration of budgets.… She has
every right to call security and have
him removed.”
Bernard Banks, current USG
president, called the censuring of
Hernandez “a necessary action”
that was aimed at keeping members of student government accountable for their actions. He reassured Baruch students that private
information belonging to clubs was
now secure. “All documents disseminated including financial data
of clubs and organizations by Anthony Hernandez were confiscated
and disposed of,” he stated.
However, Banks also offered
sympathy for Hernandez, claiming that the vice president — who
gained the most votes in the recent presidential elections — has
the potential to do well in a new
role. “I am glad that it didn’t result
in impeachment because it allows
Mr. Hernandez to redeem himself
to the students of Baruch College,”
he said.
Hernandez denied, however,
that his actions were against the
committee or Yelizarov, who ran for
Senator on the VISION ballot. “This
is not an attack on the finance committee,” he said. “My intent was
to create a dialogue between the
clubs.”
But Carolyn Privette, officer at

the Student Services Accounting
Unit, stated that only the USG treasurer and the Finance Committee
have a right to receive information
on clubs’ private accounts, many
of which are funded by fundraising events, like bake sales. “Nobody
else is supposed to see it,” she said.

“The members were very
upset that he exposed confidential club information,
such as private accounts, for
personal political gain. They
[senators] were very close to
impeaching him, but the motion was shy of a couple of
votes. So, they chose to censure him instead.”
-Ana Kovziridze
Vice President of
Academic Affairs

Ely Edid, president of Baruch’s
chapter of Hillel, suggested some
type of reprimanding be instituted
in response to Hernandez’s actions. “It’s sad to hear these kinds
of allegations, but if they are true,
Baruch College has the obligation

[to] punish [him].” But the first step,
he added, “would be to apologize
to club leaders for disclosing any of
their private information.”
At the same time, Edid offered
sympathy for the vice president,
saying a more drastic action like his
removal from office is not necessary. “I believe in second chances,”
he said. “People make mistakes and
maybe by starting with an apology
he can do something about it.”
Hernandez said he was sorry for
his actions. However, he denied any
wrongdoing, claiming that since
Baruch is a public school, records
should be made public as well.
The president of a student organization who spoke on condition
of anonymity recalled being approached by the vice president on
the last day of elections. Hernandez
allegedly showed the officer a paper with club budget information
and claimed that if voted in, his
party would do a better job distributing funds than the current government has.
“He said that he came to express
his campaign’s opinions and hopes
that we’ll vote for him because he
will institutionalize changes for
student clubs, one of them being
the club budgets,” the source said.
“There is obviously information that shouldn’t leave the table.
I just believe in the integrity of the
senators and members of the government to keep the information
that’s private, private, and information that’s public, public,” Tsymuk
responded.
A meeting is planned for next
Tuesday in which these allegations
and the future of USG will be discussed.

president
Fellow Undergraduate Students,
We, the Undergraduate Student Government, do hereby censure Anthony Hernandez for conduct unbecoming of the Executive Vice President through a unanimous vote on April 24, 2007. His actions, unbeknownst and not sanctioned or condoned to the Executive Leadership
and Senate, have been in flagrant disregard of the best traditions of Student Government, and have been unanimously recognized by the Senate
as an inexcusable dereliction of duty.
Mr. Hernandez’s reprehensible actions include the illegal dissemination of classified financial documents for purposes of electioneering;
failure to fulfill the administrative duties of office for 2006-2007; holding
secret meetings without knowledge of either the senate or consent from
the Chief Executive, and unlawfully exceeding the authority and scope of
the office for the Executive Vice President.
Furthermore, his poor exercise in judgment, unethical behavior, and
failure to execute the duties of his office has regrettably undermined
the goodwill rebuilt between Undergraduate Student Government and
clubs/organizations. As a student government, it is our obligation to ensure that any and all actions in direct contravention of the spirit of our
Constitution and the letter of the law are met with swift and decisive repercussions.
Finally, it is the firm belief of this Undergraduate Student Government that the Executive Vice President, Anthony Hernandez, has acted
contrary to our government’s ethics and tended to bring this government
into dishonor and disrepute, and to impair its dignity; and such conduct
is hereby condemned.
Sincerely,
Bernard L. Banks
President
Baruch College, CUNY
Undergraduate Student Government
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Did you know ...
This year’s annual Baruch Alumni dinner raised
over one million dollars in funds for the college.

Leadership skills are a
bargain in today’s world

Youth of America:
voting is pointless!

CHRISTOFER J. GARNER

FLICKR.COM

SHERVAN SEBASTIAN
With voter turnout hovering close to 50
percent for national elections and often
less in city and state elections, the question
needs to be asked: why do we need to vote?
It’s about time that the college community
makes a serious decision to discontinue voting and to instead concentrate our efforts on
more constructive activities.
Even though the majority does not vote,
we still don’t understand how pointless the
process truly is. As a percentage, the social
security collecting members of our society
vote more often and in larger numbers than
college students do. We don’t really pay attention to the “issues” and why should we?
In the last election, the AARP motivated
their base (again, the elderly) to support the
candidate that acted in their best interest,
and as a result, there was a huge medical
supplement passed that we will have to pay
for. And what’s wrong with that? Nothing I
can notice.
But let’s be fair, who in our age group
wants to incur huge national debt to pay
for retirement benefits for past generations,
when we don’t know who’s going to pay for
ours? And don’t let those doomsday, Nostradamus prophesiers fool you; we will all
collect social security. We’ll just get it at 75,
when the average age of death is 77, and
we’re probably going to share a little more of
our salary to pay for it.
So then the question becomes, who
would pass laws that have no real benefit
for those who don’t vote? Well, those senseless fools that voted of course. They’re voting
to have legislation passed, which is in their
best interest.
And let’s be honest. In this country’s
nearly 300-year history, when has the right
to vote ever even been a big deal? Sure, we
struggled through suffrage, Jim Crow Laws,
segregation, the civil rights movement, the
removal of poll taxes and literacy tests, as
well as the elimination of religious requirements and land ownership as a requisite for
voting, which all served to make it easier for
us to vote. But who asked for all those efforts
anyway? If those fools didn’t fight tooth and

nail for voting rights we probably wouldn’t
have the right to vote now, and we don’t vote
anyway, so what’s the difference? Man, they
really wasted their time.
And if we did vote, what the hell would
we vote for anyway? More government subsidies and scholarships for education? A
curb on outsourcing by major corporations
so that there are jobs when we graduate?
Lower interest rates on student loans? Better
wages for those of us who work and attend
college? Affordable housing after graduation? Better health care benefits? Who wants
any of that shit?
We’ll do just fine without any of that “assistance.” So let’s all continue this sequence
that we have going, and here it is in a nutshell: politicians don’t cater to college students because we don’t vote; instead they
speak about issues that don’t seem to affect
us and we continue not to pay attention. We
persist in not voting because they aren’t actually speaking to us; they don’t speak to us
because we don’t actually vote. If anyone
sees a cycle here, please let me know because I have lost the point of this article. I
think my original point was to not vote, or to
vote or something about voting.
But do me one favor. If you do notice any
issues that seem to affect you and your fellow college students alike, and you think that
you may need some help solving these problems, make sure that there is one thing you
don’t do. Don’t band together, form some
kind of committee and go to your local politician so that he or she can represent your
interest next time he or she votes. Because,
we both know that would just be selfish.
And what is the name of your local representative anyway? Not sure? No problem, it
doesn’t even matter. They only spend everyday of every year voting on things that affect
the way you eat, sleep, walk, talk and spend.
They vote on budgets, taxes, jobs, homes,
roads and just about everything else in your
life.
So believe me, I empathize and understand that many of you feel that voting is a
complete waste of time. Just make sure to
give back the rest of your freedoms along
with your voting rights.

“A company full of leaders is the kind of
place where everybody wants to work.” This
quote and others like it litter the Web site of
the fairly new company Co-Creative Alliance.
Specializing in courses to develop leaders,
Co-Creative Alliance and its similar counterparts are capitalizing on the feeling that
plentiful leadership optimizes all levels of
success. These messages are spreading, and
more organizations are adopting the logic.
There is a consequence to this ideology:
leadership has become a commodity. It can
be developed, and it can be harvested. It can
be bought, sold and traded just as easily as a
CEO, and as a result of its constant manufacture, it has become marginalized. The art and
science of becoming a leader has essentially
been mastered. There are books, courses and
workshops that anyone can take to harness
their potential with the process only becoming streamlined with time. Soon, it will be so
ubiquitous, that it holds no premium.
This development needs to be taken to
the next level, from leadership to creatorship.
While the qualities that define a creator include those of leader, the responsibilities are
all the greater. The strength of a creator does
not lie in his ability to create, but rather in his
ability to destroy. It takes someone of extreme
character to refute the status quo, abolish
old ideals and bring in the future. While this

Inroads works for
Fortune 500 hopefuls
ROBINSON GARCIA
If you are a high achieving minority in college and need an extra kick in order to make
it big in the corporate world, I suggest you
check out Inroads.org. If your daddy doesn’t
work at a Fortune 500 company or you don’t
attend an Ivy League institution, Inroads is a
great way to get experience
and get your foot in the
door at many Fortune 500
corporations.
Ranked as one of the top
10 nationwide internship
programs by the Princeton
Review, it definitely has a
strong reputation. Alumni
from the program often get
job offers upon graduating
with a four-year degree. If
you are currently studying
business, engineering or any science discipline, you should check it out.
As a current finalist in the Inroads program, I can describe firsthand how the application process breaks down. First, you’ll have
to register on their Web site, which takes approximately 20-40 minutes. Next, you must
complete a written self-assessment survey,
which asks questions about your different
strengths, weaknesses and experiences. This
takes around one hour to complete. I would
recommend writing at least one-paragraph
answers for each prompt; I believe one-line
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demolition of historic principles may lead to
suffering, it will be a virtue to not perish from
inner turmoil and self doubt. While leadership can focus efforts and provide guidance
through a storm, it will take something more
to initiate the storm, a force for change so
powerful it hurts. To inflict great hardship
while maintaining the integrity of purpose is
the hallmark of a creator.
Complacency and mediocrity are typical
in today’s society, but a shift into creatorship
would be a precursor for an entirely new stage
of progress. Civilization has and will continue to advance. However, the public reaches
out and latches onto the past as if it is a safety
blanket. We hold ourselves back for fear that
if we let go, what we were will be lost, but this
is the very thing that is necessary. Where contemporary culture was once a modest home,
we have built a mansion. The foundation has
been neglected and is outdated, rotting and
unable to handle what has been placed upon
it. There are two options: wait for the edifice
to collapse under its own grandeur or tear it
down and start again. Should the construction continue, it will only decrease the time
until collapse while increasing the eventual
disappointment as the work becomes worthless. It can be condemned and linger, but this
leads back to complacency. Otherwise we
can produce creators, to move beyond leadership, bringing a beneficial destruction so
that we may continue to press forward.
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responses wouldn’t look favorable in their
eyes. This is a crucial step, because it determines if you get chosen for an interview.
After all this writing is complete you have
to watch videos that total about an hour and a
half long. These videos are designed to coach
the potential Inroads candidates on how to
properly sit through interviews. Everything
from what to wear, to how
to properly answer questions is covered in the tutorials. You can’t skip or
fast forward through any of
them because each section
is password protected and
completing it is required
before you can finally submit the application.
Lastly, if you make it
past the weeding out process, you will be called for
an on-site interview in their offices located
on Wall Street (if you are in the NY/NJ region). One to two weeks after the interview
you will be informed if you have been chosen
to participate. Based on your interests you
will be matched with companies that are in
your related field for further interviews.
Although the application process can be
pretty lengthy and the program in itself is
very competitive to get into, I hope it doesn’t
deter people from applying, as it can be very
rewarding.
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Bent out of shape over
a plastic fork? The
environment agrees
LAUREN LOEFFEL
As the managing editor of The Ticker, I
obviously get to read articles before they are
available for you to read on Monday morning, hence the reason for this piece. When
I was looking over the opinion section on
Friday night, not only was I delighted that
there weren’t any politically-driven stories
to be had, but there was one regarding Metropolitan Food services charging students
for plastic forks. At first, I thought that it was
ridiculous to charge students for utensils,
but you are actually only charged if you do
not buy food from the cafeteria. So what is
wrong with that? If you aren’t going to put
your money into Metropolitan then they
shouldn’t have to give you anything. And
don’t say that your tuition dollars pay for it,
because they don’t since the food services
are not exclusive to Baruch, CUNY or any
other one college.
A better alternative to yelling at the cashier for a fork, who has nothing to do with
the pricing or financial decisions of the
company, is to bring your own from home.
Not only does it save you money (and frustration), it is more environmentally sound.
An enormous amount of waste is created by
using utensils only one time, and if we keep
on relying on these, we will just continue to
create an exuberant amount of plastic that
takes years to completely decompose. However, I do commend you for bringing your
own food from home, since it is cheaper,
reduces food waste and can be healthier depending on what you pack.
I’m not trying to be an advocate for
Metropolitan, but I don’t think that anyone should be up in arms about not getting

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Metropolitan Foods
on a power trip
KRYSTINA BUCKLEY-LEACH

BUYCOSTUMES.COM

Only the devil uses plastic forks!
something for free. How about complaining
about how gross and greasy the food can be,
how the prices for some reason change on a
daily basis and how they have the audacity
to charge 75 cents for a banana when they
are sold for a quarter around the block.
It doesn’t really take much time to put a
metal fork in your bag on your way to school.
It certainly takes less time than writing an
article does.

Metropolitan Food Service has found yet
another clever way to cheat out students! Not
only are the prices in the food court outrageously high, but they even require you to
purchase their plastic utensils.
On my recent trip to the food court, I
brought food from home and warmed it up
for lunch. Then, I realized that I could not
find the plastic fork I thought I put in the
bag earlier. I went up to the cash register and
asked politely for a fork to eat my own food
and nourish my already tired, low-juicedfrom-studying-for-12-hours body, and the
cashier said to me, “25 cents please.”
If anyone who is reading this knows
who I am, you know how I flipped out and
expressed my opinion about this situation.

After minutes of arguing and frustration I
finally received my utensil. Now, many may
ask “why is she so upset about paying 25
cents for a fork?”
Folks, let me tell you it is not about the
money, but the principle! We, as students at
Baruch, do not deserve to be taken advantage
of by these ridiculous pricing policies. Not to
mention there isn’t even a sign forewarning
us of their tyranny.
The bigger issue is if we let little things like
this go by, what else do they think they can
get away with? It might seem like a small issue, but it is a misuse of power by the Metropolitan Food Service, the same way they
screwed over student clubs. Should Baruch
start looking for an alternative to Metropolitan? Let us raise the issue!
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Hedge funds gain popularity as investors reap returns
BY EMMANUEL ONYENYILI

Most hedge funds share five defining features:

AD MANAGER

Years ago, the New York Times
famously referred to financial instruments used by hedge funds as
“exotic and risky.” Today, hedge
funds have truly emerged as a legitimate and increasingly stable
investment vehicle.
The hedge fund industry has
exploded in size with global hedge
fund assets valued at more than $2
trillion this year, according to a survey released by publisher HedgeFund Intelligence. Even with its
enormous growth and influence,
very few investors truly understand
how hedge funds work and how
they achieve “alpha” or returns that
are independent of market movements.
According to a new Spectrem
Perspective report released earlier
this month, just 18 percent of affluent investors, defined as having
more than $500,000 in investable
assets, say they understand hedge
funds. This is an industry that every business major needs to understand considering their massive
impact in capital markets.
Long Term Capital Management and Amaranth Financial
Advisors should not be the only
hedge funds you can think of when
a professor asks for examples of
hedge funds in class discussions.
D. E Shaw, Citadel, Perry Capital,
Man Investments and Renaissance
Technologies should be at the tip of
the tongue.
In brief, for every overzealous
hedge fund trader out there that
blows through $6 billion on a bad
natural gas bet, there are hundreds
of others that consistently deliver
positive returns irrespective of
market conditions, while reducing
volatility, risk and preserving capital.
Hedge funds are often referred
to as “absolute return strategies,”
which means that many are designed to seek positive returns in
most market conditions.
The term ‘hedge fund’ is an
industry term, not a legal term;
thus, there is no single definition,
but perhaps the best unofficial

ß Absolute Return – Usually,
most hedge funds seek returns regardless of the performance of an
index or sector benchmark.
ß Strategies – Hedge funds employ a variety of investment strategies and products, including trading in derivative instruments like
options, futures, using arbitrage
swaps, short selling, investing in
anticipation of a specific event
and investing in deeply discounted securities.
ß Leverage – Hedge funds employ leverage; in this market, exposure often exceeds the investment
capital of the fund. With an 8:1
leverage, Amaranth wagered that

HEDGEFUND.NET

A survey of hedge fund performance from ’01 - ’07.
definition was given by former SEC
Chairman William H. Donaldson.
“The term ‘hedge fund’ is undefined, including in the federal securities laws. Indeed, there is no commonly accepted universal meaning.
As hedge funds have gained stature
and prominence, ‘hedge fund’ has
developed into a catch-all classification for many unregistered privately managed pools of capital.
These pools of capital may or may
not utilize the sophisticated hedging and arbitrage strategies that traditional hedge funds employ and
many appear to engage in relatively
simple equity strategies. Basically,
many ‘hedge funds’ are not actually
hedged, and the term has become a
misnomer in many cases.”
If the Amaranth collapse left
anyone with the notion that hedge
fund managers love taking risks, it
must have been those who don’t
know much about hedge funds.
While Amaranth might only be an
aberration that confirms the rule,
it is important to understand that
most hedge funds use derivatives
only for hedging and many funds

have models that are not leveragedriven.
Most importantly, what differentiates hedge funds is their chosen strategy and since they often
attempt to neutralize the effects of
market movements, their returns
are highly dependent on the skill of
the manager.
In addition to the 30 percent
jump in hedge fund assets from
January 2006 to more than $2 trillion in 2007, there are more than
9,000 hedge funds, 351 of which
manage $1 billion or more. The
most interesting aspect is the increase in types of investors who
have begun to invest steadily into
hedge funds.
Increasingly, new money is
coming from institutional investors
like pension funds, endowments
and more than $1 trillion channeled
through funding from hedge funds,
which allocate clients’ assets to a
range of outside managers, according to HedgeFund Intelligence.
Hedge fund assets worldwide
amount to about a tenth of the $20.5
trillion managed by mutual funds
in Europe and the U.S., according
to Bloomberg. Considering that last
year, the average hedge fund was
just 5.3 years old, this is an industry
with unlimited growing potential.
The Bank of New York predicts that
institutional assets in hedge funds
could nearly triple by 2010.
Europe was the fastest-growing region in terms of hedge-fund
assets last year, assets that grew
roughly 40 percent to $460 billion.
And in case you were wondering,
New York is the hedge fund capital
of the word accounting for 41.5 percent of assets, followed by London
and Connecticut.
On average, between 18 and 22
percent of all trading on the New
York Stock Exchange is hedge fund
related and between 30 and 35 percent of all trading on the London
Stock Exchange is hedge fund related.
Since
Fortress
Investment
Group’s public offering minted a
few billionaires, the buzz on the
street is all about who will be the

the difference between the March
and April futures prices of natural
gas for 2007 and 2008 would widen. We all know that they were on
the wrong side of this bet.
ß Liquidity - Hedge funds have
limited liquidity in the sense that
investors can only get in or out of
the fund on certain dates and that
there is a lockup period, which is
the amount of time an investor is
required to keep their capital in
the fund prior to redeeming it.
ß Investment Minimum – The
required minimum of hedge
funds range from $1 million to $25
million and an accredited investor status is also required.

next hedge fund to go public. Av- means investors are charged 2
enue Capital and Perry Capital, percent of capital invested in addiwhich have already branched into tion to 20 percent of profits above a
private equity and real estate, are at specified benchmark.
the top of the rumor mill.
Hedge funds seem to have evadKenneth Griffin’s Citadel In- ed the basic economic principle of
vestment Group, which has already competition reducing prices. While
staged a bond offering, is also con- 2 and 20 may be the standard, some
sidered a top crop for a potential funds charge much higher. Renaisoffering. In a recent article by Jenny sance charges an eye popping 5
Anderson in the DealBook sec- and 44. Hedge fund fee structures
tion of the New York Times, titled have drawn criticism from many
“Will a hedge fund become the prominent investors including the
next Goldman Sachs?,” Anderson ultimate investor, Warren Buffett,
asserts, “Citadel has elements of who has called the compensation
an investment bank disguised as a structure a “grotesque arrangehedge fund, minus the investment ment.”
bankers.”
Conversely, hedge fund manThere is a growing sentiment agers place emphasis on alpha as
that it is now almost impossible to the raison d’etre for fees. With this
find a pure hedge fund that sticks to fee structure, it’s no surprise that
a specific niche. With so much cap- five of the wealthiest U.S. hedge
ital, the big players are diversifying funds took home $1 billion or more
into other avenues. SAC Capital, a each as the 100 best-paid managers
$12 billion Connecticut shop run earned an average $241 million, acby Steve Cohen, just joined Kol- cording to a study compiled by the
berg, Kravis and Roberts (KKR) in magazine Trader Monthly.
a $3.8 billion bid for an education
John Arnold, a 33-year-old forcompany.
mer Enron trader, delivered an inOn another gamut, hedge funds credible 317 percent before fees to
are drawing big names; Stephen investors in his hedge fund, CenFeinberg’s Cerberus Capital counts taurus, by taking the other side of
Dan Quale as a part of its team and a bet that felled Amaranth Advisors
former Treasury secretary John last September, and banked an esSnow as chairman. Chelsea Clinton timated $1.5 billion to $2 billion.
recently joined Avenue Capital’s Trader Monthly said Mr. Arnold
team.
charged his investors a 3 percent
One of the more interesting management fee and a 30 percent
funds in the industry is the $24 bil- incentive fee.
lion shop by the name of RenaisT. Boone Pickens, SAC Capital
sance Technologies run by former Advisors’ Steve Cohen, James Simath professor James Simon.
mons of Renaissance Technologies
This shop is filled with a group Corp and ESL’s Edward Lampert,
of Ph.Ds that use top secret algo- each made at least $1 billion. The
rithms that are understood only best-paid hedge fund managers
by insiders and works exception- delivered returns of 30 percent and
ally well. The hedge fund industry 40 percent last year, but the average
is so hot that private equity firms, hedge fund’s returns were decidsuch as the Carlyle Group, are edly more meager at roughly 13
making their maiden sorties into percent, according to the Chicagohedge fund businesses with plans based performance tracker Hedge
to launch a $1 billion multi-strategy Fund Research Inc.
fund.
If
there
The Hedge Fund Spectrum
were a hedge
fund feature
Event-Driven Relative Value Long/Short Global Macro
that truly exemplifies its
Merger Arbitrage Multi-Strategy Sector Specific
Discretionary
unique nature, it would
Convertible &
Distressed Debt Volatility
Systematic
be the stanArbitrage Opportunistic
dard 2 and
Global/
Fixed Income
20-fee strucInternational
ture charged
Quantitative market Short Biased
by
hedge
Neutral Equity
funds. This

SOURCE: ABSOLUTE RETURN

Hedge Fund Myths & Facts
Myth: Hedge funds are a new type
of investment vehicle.
Fact: The first hedge fund was
organized in 1949 by Alfred Winslow
Jones and high net worth investors
have been investing in hedge funds for
over 20 years.

Myth: Lack of hedge fund transparency is bad.
Fact: Lack of opacity is bad. Due
to the skill driven nature of hedge fund
returns, the ability of managers to keep
positions secretive is key. Revealing
trade strategies defeats the purpose of
a competitive market place.

Myth: Hedge funds charge too
much.
Fact: Historically, hedge fund risk
adjusted returns have been generally better than traditional portfolios. It
takes skill to generate alpha and compensation for returns is always an incentive for better performance.

Myth: All the good hedge funds are
closed.
Fact: There are always managers
who spin off from established hedge
funds to establish theirs and investors
can also gain access to closed hedge
funds via hedge fund of funds.

Myth: The industry is getting too
big and performance is bound to suffer.
Fact: Hedge fund assets are just one
tenth of mutual fund assets and fund
managers are always inventing new
strategies aimed at creating more flexibility and opportunities in the market.
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TECHNICAL ANALYSIS: AN INTRODUCTION TO WOLFE WAVES
BY ANDREI TRATSEUSKI AND
KAI HUI CAI
STAFF WRITERS

Wolfe Waves were developed by
Bill Wolfe and are similar to the Elliot Wave principle in its approach
(which will be covered an upcoming article).
Unlike the Elliot Wave, which
works best in trending markets,
the Wolf Wave works best in stable
markets with some volatility. The
Wolfe Wave also closely resembles
the pennant or ascending triangles
in its shape, although it works after
the ascending triangle or pennant
reaches its maximum profitability.
Wolfe’s theory of wave structure
is based on Newton’s first law of
physics: for every action there is an
equal and opposite reaction. This
movement creates a definite wave
with valuable projecting capabilities.
These waves most clearly set up
when there is good volatility. These
patterns can develop over short
and long-term time frames such as
minutes or weeks.
Wolfe Wave uses five different
points for determining its outcome.
The key to its accuracy is in properly identifying points one through
five. For a buy setup, we begin the
count at a top.
ß Number 2 wave is a top.
ß Number 3 wave is the bottom
of a first decline.
ß Point 1 is the bottom prior to
wave 2 (top).
ß Point 3 must be lower than
point 1.
ß Point 4 is the top of wave 3. The
point 4 should be higher than the
wave 1 bottom.

ß A trend line is drawn from
point 1 to point 3. The extension of
this line projects to the anticipated
reversal point which we will call
wave 5. This is the entry point for a
ride to the apex line (1 to 4).
ß The Estimated Price at Arrival
(EPA) is the trend line drawn from
points 1 to 4. This projects the anticipated price objective. Our initial stop is placed just beneath the
newly formed reversal at point 5.
ß Estimated Time of Arrival
(ETA) is apex of extended trend line
of 1 to 3 and 2 to 4.
ß The EPA and ETA should be

approximately vertically lined up.
You cannot begin looking for the
Wolfe Wave until points 1, 2, 3 and
4 have been formed. Keep in mind
that for a buy, point 3 must be lower than point 1 and point 4 will be
higher than point 1. You must also
keep in mind that wave 5 must be
higher or lower than all of the other
waves, depending on whether it is
bullish or bearish, respectfully.
This strategy can maximize your
returns on long-term basis. Although this strategy would not be
found in many traditional technical
analysis books, it does possess very

powerful potential. Keep in mind
that this strategy is not for the shortterm. It will most likely not work
under day-trading timeframes, but

will work well on daily intervals. Be
patient when using this strategy. A
great man once stated “Patience is
a virtue.”

CHART.NU

A Bullish Wolfe Wave example

A Bearish Wolfe Wave example

Point 2 is the initial starting point for the pattern. It could be easier to start the count
at point 2, then backtracking to find points 1 and 3. Point 2 must be a significant
swing low or high. A trend line is then drawn between points 1 and 3, which
projects where we should anticipate point 5. We will buy the reversal from this area
and place a tight stop underneath. We enter a long position at the market and place
a stop just below point 5. If we draw a trend line from point 1 to point 4, it should
give us a price projection. Don't forget that point 4 must be higher than point 1.

Point 2 is our starting point for the count. (We can only find point 2 after points 1
and 3 have already formed). Again, Point 2 does not have to be a long-term trend
reversal, only a significant swing high or low. Right here, Point 2 is a significant
swing low. Point 4 is lower than point 1 and point 3 is higher than point 1. A trend
line connecting 1 and 3 projects point 5 where the market meets the price objective
to the tick. The trade did not quite meet its projected downside target. However,
there was plenty of opportunity to take some profits out of this 10-point drop.

Interest rates and inflation: a chronic conundrum
BY HAMZA NAVEED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If asked to make a wish, what
would you ask for? A Ferrari?
Maybe. A date with Paris Hilton?
Maybe.
But pragmatically, one should
ask for something far more important, something that even investment bankers can’t afford to buy: a
skill that would allow them to predict future interest rates.
The topic of interest rates can be
a difficult concept to follow and understand, but after reading “Merton
Miller on Derivatives” it’s likely you
will begin to recognize a new pattern of how interest rates fluctuate,
why they are so intriguing and how
they are formed.
The importance of interest rates
is recognized worldwide since it’s
a pivotal component of financial
markets. Its value can have a pernicious effect on mortgages, loans,
bonds, derivatives and currency.
But why has such an arbitrary
value been able to become an incumbent measure on the state of
our economy?
It’s very simple: during times
of inflation, deflation, economic
prosperity or recession, the central
bank is able to control and assuage
financial conditions that can pro-

vide more moderation.
But perhaps the best way to understand them better is to familiarize ourselves with the Expectations
Theory of Interest Rates.
Interest rates reflect the market’s
anticipations of future inflation and
are primarily derived from two values: the nominal rate and the real
rate. The real rate is the nominal
rate after compensating for the expected rate of inflation, according
to Mr. Miller.
So, if you lend someone money
for a year at a nominal rate of 20
percent and expect prices to be
rising over that year by 15 percent
(inflation), your expected real interest return is only 5 percent. But
to determine where interest rates
are heading, economists rely on
current market prices and yields to
maturity (or interest rates) of Treasury bonds, notes and bills.
Then, to accurately gauge the
current market conditions, we
would check the difference between market interest rates on
long-term and on short-term Treasury instruments.
If rates on long-term bonds are
lower than on short-term Treasuries, then the consensus we extract
is that rates are going to fall.
But if long rates are substantially
above short rates, then the market

consensus is that interest rates are
likely to rise to restrict inflation.
Inflation is a common plague
that has affected all countries and is
an example of how effectively manipulating interest rates can lead to
not only a better economy but also
prevent a disruption in economic
growth.
There are many catalysts such
as consumer spending, unemployment rates and housing market
data that reflect the economic sentiment. According to WSJ, prices
are directly linked to the amount of
money in circulation and the speed
at which we spend it.
So, print money faster than the
economy grows and the value of a
dollar will fall. To a large extent, inflation depends on money growth,
an instrument of policy and the
pace of economic expansion, which
at the moment is thriving.
Yes, we all have heard about the
housing market aberration, but
investors seem to be oblivious to
that and are in fact taking on even
riskier investments.
This is corroborated by the fact
that private-equity, which relies on
large amounts of borrowed capital
in leveraged-buyouts, seems to be
commanding headlines everyday
with new multi-billion dollar deals
and hedge funds accumulating millions of dollars from sophisticated
investors even during a time of an
apparent slowdown.
So, in context, are we really
heading towards a recession like so
many people believe we are? Will
the Fed cut interest-rates?
It’s possible that the Fed will

Current Economic Indicators

SOURCE: FORECASTS.ORG/INFLATION.HTM

The historical and projected Consumer Price Index.

Indicator

Value

Inflation %
GDP Growth %
Unemployment %
Gold $/oz
Oil $/bbl
Prime %

2.41
2.43
4.40
686.50
63.61
8.25

raise interest rates not only because
of the fact that unemployment is
slowing, but also because worldwide, most countries like India

have actually raised interest-rates
several times in the past 12 months
due to heavier foreign investment.
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Concept cars and sleek designs, hits
of the ’07 International Auto Show

BY ELYSSA MALDONADO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

This year’s auto show at the Javits Center was a spectacular success due to the new, sleek designs
on display. As usual, new versions
of cars were displayed such as the
2008 Avenger and the Acura MDX.
Thousands of people come to
this event every year. But what
exactly makes the auto show so
appealing? When asked, Jeremy
Ramirez said, “It gives me something to look forward to for the upcoming year and the concept cars
make me think about how the future of cars will change.” One of the
most interesting displays was the
idea for the new taxi of 2008. They
were made to carry more than just
four people while being accessible
to the disabled. Another car that
was admired was the 2008 Avenger.

Camera’s flashed all around The
Volt concept car. This new hybrid
car uses a plug for charging instead
of gas, which saves the owner a lot
of money.
The nature of cars has also
evolved to include computer technology. These improvements allow
for driving enhancements such as
GPS, satellite radio, rearview cameras for blind spots and sophisticated hybrid engines to minimize
fuel consumption to better the environment. Besides the experience
of seeing cars on the showroom
floor, there was also the Jeep Camp
event, where visitors were able to
sit in the featured car and experience the Jeep’s off-road capabilities
on an indoor track.
Going forward, we can expect
cars with better designs, technologies and driving improvements.

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Highlights from the Jacob Javits Center: eco-friendly, high-tech, super-fly rides
include a disabled-accessible taxi and a plug-in hybrid

Disabled students offered career preparation at Baruch
BY LAUREN LOEFFEL
MANAGING EDITOR

It wasn’t that long ago that segregation was an everyday reality
on college campuses around the
United States. Although the idea
of separating people on the basis
of outward appearance may sound
like a totally foreign idea now, up
until recent times students with
physical and mental disabilities
were made to attend schools designated for students with special
needs, thus preventing them from
integrating with other people their
age. For a variety of social and financial reasons they were isolated;
accommodations such as wheelchair ramps can be costly and some
people fear what they do not know
and therefore feel uncomfortable
around people that are different
from them. You may think that this
is not much of an issue today, but
it is still happening at colleges na-

tionwide.
Imagine being turned down for
the job of your dreams because
you have a handicap that you have
no control over. You may have the
same GPA and the same major as
other candidates, but certain employers may feel that a person who
is disabled may cost them more
money than another candidate.
However, students with disabilities have a plethora of resources
available to them here at Baruch,
including help with interviewing
and internship listings made available specially for such students. All
you have to do is visit the office of
Disabilities Services on the second
floor and take advantage of these
opportunities, which approximately 300 students currently do.
However, as Barbara Sirois, director of the program, states, there are
a large number of students at the
college who are afraid to come in
and seek accommodations. Don’t

be afraid to ask for help if you need
it! Students with disabilities may be
handicapped in some respects, but
are more than capable of obtaining
an internship to help them secure a
solid future.
The first challenge that many
students with disabilities face is
deciding whether or not to disclose
the fact that they’re disabled at an
interview. If the handicap is physical, the topic will come up, without
question. The key is being able to
select the appropriate language to
put the employer at ease in regards
to any worries they may have related to the disability. Remember
that you are going on an interview
and the bulk of your time should
be spent talking about how you can
help the organization. However, if
you fail to ask for accommodations,
such as a higher chair for easy
wheelchair access or a little extra
time to complete an assignment if
you are dyslexic, then your employ-

er has the right to fire you. If you do
divulge your needs, the company
cannot terminate your employment if they already have the necessary tools available to help you.
All of these resources should be
used. As the University of Tennessee reported at Baruch College last
week, “a college graduate with a disability is 8-12 times more likely to
be unemployed than his/her peer
without a disability.” But a large
reason for this statistic is that many
students with disabilities lack “real
world work experience.” Securing
an internship is the first step in getting a job after graduating; employers are more likely to hire an intern,
especially if they have had the time
to work with you and learn about
the disability.
Although I don’t have a disability myself, there is a history of
it in my family. My aunt Mary, for
example, has cerebral palsy, which
according to the National Institute

of Neurological Institute Disorders
and Stroke is caused by “abnormalities in parts of the brain that
control muscle movements.” She
never attended college, let alone
a traditional high school and has
never had a job because of the lack
of opportunities available to her at
the time. I can remember spending
hours doing crossword puzzles with
her as a child and watching her get
frustrated with herself because she
had an uncontrollably shaky hand
and could only awkwardly hold
her pen, which would cause her
to spill ink onto the other letters in
the puzzle. I told her that it wasn’t
a big deal and to use a pencil instead. It was that easy; if she made
a mistake, she could just erase it.
And whether the special assistance
you may need is minor like that or
larger, you should ask for it. Don’t
risk spending your life as a statistic
— take advantage of the opportunities in this college while you still
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First Russian president
dies of heart failure

Learning the art of
Russian doll making
BY LATOYA SAPIR AND REGINA
GAVRILOVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

1010WINS.COM

BY MARINA SOBIYEVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On April 23, Boris Yeltsin,
known as the first Russian president, died of heart failure. In 1966
he had heart surgery, and since
then it did not seem like he had any
major heart problems, according to
his surgeon. Although Yeltsin was
replaced by Vladimir Putin in 1999,
his legacy will be remembered in
Russia for a long time.
In 1991, the Soviet Union (USSR)
fell apart and Yeltsin became one of
the persons credited for this. That
same year, he was elected to be the
first president of the Russian Federation.
At the time, the Russian economy was very unstable. Food coupons could be seen everywhere and
Russia was in debt for millions of
dollars to its creditors. Yeltsin was
credited for changing the economy.
His goal was to get rid of planned
economy and replace it with a market economy. His reforms became
known as “shock therapy” where
government spending and government price control were cut down.
These reforms caused a dramatic
drop of GDP by 50 percent, hyperinflation and growth of unemployment, thus worsening the economy.
Yeltsin always tried to position
himself as a democratic leader, yet
many of his actions were anything
but. In 1993, during the Russian
Constitutional crisis, he had tanks
pulled up to the Russian White
House that opened fire on his opponents in Parliament. That same
year he made changes in the Constitution that increased his powers.
In 1996, he was reelected by 54
percent. This was unexpected considering that his economic and military policies were unpopular with
the citizens. His health was also in

poor shape by then.
Yeltsin became very unpopular
for his policy in Chechnya. In the
early 1990s Chechnya sought independence from the Russian Federation. In 1994, the Chechen war officially began. This led to thousands
of deaths and numerous terrorist
attacks that still occur to this day.
Although Yeltsin promised a quick
resolution to this war, it never really ended. Many people still blame
him for this war and for the death
of their family members who were
sent to fight in Chechnya.
Yeltsin’s health suffered greatly
while he was the president. Between 1991 and 1999 he suffered
five heart attacks. It is also important to mention that he had a
drinking problem that caused a lot
of embarrassment for him and Russian citizens over the years. It can
also be said that his drinking worsened his heart condition.
On Dec. 31, 1999 he formally
resigned, publicly apologizing for
his mistakes and leaving Vladimir
Putin in charge. Several months
later, in March 2000 Putin was officially elected president. Also, in the
summer of 1999 there were articles
in every newspaper claiming that
Yeltsin already died, and the person that the public was seeing was
his double.
Yeltsin was buried on April 25
and became the first Russian leader
to be buried in the tradition of the
Russian Orthodox Church since
Tsar Alexander III in 1894. Leaders from all over the world came to
Russia to pay their respects, including two American ex-presidents,
George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton.
Vladimir Putin was also there for all
the mourning ceremonies. Many
citizens also made appearances at
his funeral, seeming to forget the
mistakes that Yeltsin made during
his presidency.

GULAGHISTORY.ORG

Boris Yeltsin speaks atop a tank during the 1991 coup against Mikhail Gorbachev

Last Tuesday, April 24, B.A.R.S
(Baruch Association of Russian
Students), affiliated with Baruch
Hillel, celebrated Israel’s Independence Day with a festive event
dedicated to Matryoshkas, which
are Russian dolls. While students
decorated their own Matryoshkas,
they enjoyed an eclectic variety of
music and refreshments typical to
Russian festivals.
Matryoshka dolls are a set of
dolls of decreasing sizes placed
one inside another, hand painted
on natural wood, usually used as
decorations in the home.
The great success of this event
was not surprising. Throughout the
course of the semester, B.A.R.S. has
held numerous events that commemorate the ethnically rich Russian culture. B.A.R.S. is comprised
of Jews from 15 different Republics
of Former Soviet Union, including
Bukharian Jews from Central Asia,
European Jews from Ukraine, as
well as from the Kavkaz and Israel.
The event’s crowd reflected the
diversity of Israel and the Russian
influence on Israeli culture. The
event was not only open to Russians; various students from all over
the globe socialized while painting
dolls with silly faces, bright colors
and festive costumes.
April 24 marked the 59th year
of independence for the State of Israel. Enthusiasm and joy were felt
about the room as students danced
and sang popular Israeli songs.
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Students paint their own Russian Matryoshka dolls at the B.A.R.S
event celebrating Israeli Independence Day last Tuesday.
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Brand New still thrilling the emo-teen community
n Live performance
at the Fillmore
gets mostly-teen
audience excited
about emotional
ballads and high
energy rock
BY ADRIENNE RAYSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Brand New’s live, high intensity
stage performances beg for an audience more diverse than the underage, emotional kids singing in
chorus, who could be seen on the
floor of The Fillmore Theater on
Sunday, April 22. This group of talented modern rockers is among the
few that manages to combine emo
elements with ballads and chords
in all the right places without delving into the pop scene.
Brand New’s shows ebb and
flow just as their albums do. Their
latest release, The Devil And God
Are Raging Inside Me, which was
the result of a three-year hiatus, is
perhaps the most adult-sounding
album the band has ever formulated. But, it also happens to be a bit
chaotic with its extreme highs and
exceedingly low lows. Their live
performances are just as peculiar
a mix.
During acoustic ballad performances, audience members lift
lighters in the air, swaying back and
forth, admiring the vocalist’s interesting choices in tone. Then, mo-

ments later, drums kick in from each
end of the stage, getting drowned
out by guitars and voices that seem
to be coming from every which way
— at one point I counted 13 people
on stage, three of which served no
purpose other than to be the indie
version of hype-men, air drumming and guitar-playing all over the
place, and thoroughly enjoying the
music. In the meantime, audience
members flail about, arms and legs
swinging in the air as teens crowdsurf to the front.
The band’s fans are the most
loyal kind. In between songs Jesse
Lacey, lead singer, spoke of the
band’s misdirection in the last few
years. “We had no friends,” he said,
his voice soft and sincere, followed
by a throng of 15-year-old “aww’s.”
Lacey was wrong to say the band
had no friends, however. During
their hiatus, every time the group
managed to get its act together
long enough to give a performance,
their shows went without a single
seat left in the house. Unlike other
modern rock bands where the
music’s charm barely allows them
a few radio plays, Brand New has
something incredibly organic and
appealing about their sound that
matures and evolves every time
they create a new album and every
time they give a performance.
The show’s dramatic end featured more people on stage than
could ever be necessary, intense,
pounding drums and a whole lot
of jumping around. The audience
loved every minute of it, fists in the
air and smiles pasted on their faces,
so maybe Brand New is out to prove
that emo kids can have fun, too.

JOHNDEEB.COM

Brand New is Vinnie Accardi, Jesse Lacey, Brian Lane and Garrett Tierney

Grey’s trippy artwork gets a place in NYC
n The works of
Alex Grey, now
on display at the
Chapel of Sacred
Mirrors, are heavily
influenced by the
psychedelic era
that was the 1960s
BY FRANKLIN CHO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

COLORSMAGAZINE.COM

‘OverSoul’ by Alex Grey

Who would have known that
author Ken Kesey and The Merry
Pranksters would have such cultural significance once they embarked
on their road trip across the United
States in their tiny painted bus
“Furthur?” During the counterculture movement of the 1960s, iconic figures such as Ken Kesey and
Timothy Leary promoted the use
of LSD and psychedelics for psychological and spiritual enlightenment, personal growth, introspection and self-reflection. Proponents
of this movement deemed that psychedelics were a necessary tool to
radically transform the social and
political structures of society.
Though psychedelics have not
altered society in the way envisioned by Aldous Huxley in his
renowned novel Island where entheogenics are used for insight and
transformation in a utopian society, they have influenced philoso-

phy, art and music. Though LSD
and psychedelics have since been
criminalized, and the counterculture movement has dwindled, the
weight of psychedelic art is still felt
in contemporary works, such as
that of Alex Grey.
Alex Grey’s work has graced the
album covers of noteworthy artists, such as Nirvana, The Beastie
Boys, Tool and The String Cheese
Incident. Nonetheless, what makes
Grey’s work exceptional is that he
mixes the spiritual with the material, the supernatural with the natural. This eclecticism and depiction
of the polarities of the eternal has
led critics to characterize Grey’s
works as postmodern and transpersonal.
Since Alex’s childhood, his father, who was a graphic designer,
fostered his drawing abilities. However, a profound mystical experience,
brought
about
by
entheogens, altered Grey’s worldview, leading to a more metaphysical approach in his work. Though
exhibited worldwide, one need not
go far to observe the beauty and lucidity of Grey’s works, as an exhibit
of 50 transformative paintings is located right here in New York City at
the Chapel of Sacred Mirrors.
The gallery is divided into four
areas with distinct themes. The Sacred Mirrors, one of Grey’s most intensive works, is located in a room
to the right after entering CoSM.
These collections of massive lifesized paintings depict the human
body in different forms. One is taken on a journey from the anatomical in paintings of the skeletal system, lymphatic system and viscera

to the metaphysical in paintings of
the chakra system, psychic energy
system and religious figures, such
as Jesus and Buddha. The last is a
mirror with a painting of the sun
placed in the middle, indicating
our own divine nature. This interplay of the anatomical and spiritual is further depicted in paintings
that reveal everyday human affairs,
such as praying, human interaction, copulating, death, despair and
wonder. The next room features
“Theologue,” “OverSoul”, “Journey
of the Wounded Healer” and “Nature of Mind;” paintings with common themes of unity, collective
consciousness and achieving enlightenment through surrender.
The final room presents three
of Alex Grey’s most influential and
significant works. “Nuclear Crucifixion” illustrates the crucifixion
of Christ amongst a nuclear explosion, symbolizing the ignorance of
humanity. “Gaia” shows Mother
Earth as a large tree. On one side
Grey portrays the serenity of nature through animals and mountain ranges. On the other side, he
depicts the destructive nature of
humankind through industrialization, warfare and over-consumption. “Cosmic Christ” is a detailed
montage of such elements as slavery, scientific breakthroughs and
aliens. Despite this randomness,
the viewer can see that Grey is
pointing toward the unity of civilization. In the end, Alex Grey’s work
sincerely evokes a sense of enlightenment and euphoria, thus leaving
a lasting impression on those who
witness the beauty of his art.
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The Pirate Queen’s successes resemble Les Mis
BY NICOLE LEE
STAFF WRITER

NYTIMES.COM

The Pirate Queen “celebrates the real-life story of legendary Irish Chieftain Grace O’Malley.”

Vonnegut’s legacy to live
on through his literature

ALBION.EDU

Kurt Vonnegut, author of literary works Cat’s Cradle and Slaughterhouse-Five.

n Beat writer dies
of brain injuries,
shocking fans
BY PATRICK WESTRICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When people we associate with
pass away without forewarning,
there is a sudden sense of disbelief. This was the feeling I got when
I received a text message early one
Thursday morning stating that famous American author Kurt Vonnegut had died suddenly the day
before, shattering many a dream
of perhaps getting to meet this legend one day. Vonnegut, who died
on April 11 at the age of 84 due to
brain injuries from a recent fall at
his Manhattan home, has become
a staple in modern literature, with
a rèsumè featuring 14 highly acclaimed novels. These include his
most famous works, Slaughterhouse-Five and Cat’s Cradle, which
are arguably the most unique
works of fiction in this era.
Vonnegut’s work is considered
by many to be in a league of its
own because it lacks a definitive
genre. While his work is seemingly
fictional, he revealed that some of
his writing is semi-autobiographical. He also used science fiction,
fantasy and satire, mixing these
elements to expose his feelings
on politics, religion and society at
large. He attended the University
of Tennessee, Cornell University
and Carnegie Mellon University,
before enlisting in the U.S. Army

during the Second World War.
When he returned, he attended the
University of Chicago as a graduate student. Cat’s Cradle was used
as his thesis and subsequently became a best seller.
Vonnegut is commonly known
for being a social satirist, however,
in his old age he became extremely
critical of President Bush. “Honestly I wish Nixon were president.
Bush is so ignorant,” he said. Stop
me now if you’ve also been having
these dreams: Kurt Vonnegut and
Richard M. Nixon have been throwing stones at my bedroom window
each night urging me to overthrow
the current U.S. government and
establish the nation of San Lorenzo (San Lorenzo is a fictional setting in his novel Cat’s Cradle) with
President Nixon as its leader. He
also famously stated, when asked
his opinion about modern terrorists, “I regard them as very brave
people … They are dying for their
own self-respect. It is a terrible
thing to deprive someone of their
self-respect.” Many took offense to
Vonnegut’s comments.
Vonnegut’s personality could
be summed up in this anecdote
from last week’s Sports Illustrated
about his first and only assignment
for the magazine: “One of his first
assignments was to write a caption about a racehorse who had
jumped a rail at Aqueduct and galloped across the infield. Vonnegut
pondered the task, typed one sentence and then walked out of his
office, never to return. His caption:
“The horse jumped over the f---ing
fence.”

Hilton Theatre
213 W 42nd Street
Tues. - Sat. at 8:00 p.m.
Wed. and Sat. at 2:00 p.m.
Sun. at 3:00 p.m.
For tickets:
1-800-755-4000
BestOfBroadway.com

To fans of Les Miserables, which
was recently revived on Broadway,
the new Broadway musical The
Pirate Queen, which opened at the
Hilton Theatre on April 5, bears a
strong resemblance. Despite the
use of Gaelic harps, Irish tin whistles and uilleann pipes, the music
echoes Les Mis (probably because
the creators of the two shows are
the same). Nevertheless, The Pirate Queen is a fun and exuberant
tale of Grace O’Malley, the real-life
16th century Irish heroine who led
her life as a pirate and chieftain.
Stephanie J. Block is formidable
and believable as Grace O’Malley.
Last seen in the National Tour of
Wicked, Block has plenty to do here
as the Pirate Queen. Aside from
showing off her strong acting and
vocal abilities, Block also partakes
in sword fights, storms on the open
sea, an arranged marriage, imprisonment, childbirth, betrayal, arguing with Queen Elizabeth I — and
not to mention Irish step dancing — all which make The Pirate
Queen an action-packed show.
Hadley Fraser portrays Tiernan,
Grace O’Malley’s true and loyal
love. Fraser’s Tiernan is a worthy
counterpart to Block’s O’Malley
both in character and vocal ability. Trained at the Royal Academy
of Music in London, Fraser’s voice
is powerful and has a wonderful
range. The pair’s relationship is
hindered when Grace is forced to
marry Donal, a political move to
unite their families. Donal, portrayed by Marcus Chait, indulges in
parties and women and is the man

you love to hate, even applauded
after he meets his demise.
Audiences see a different side
to Queen Elizabeth I, portrayed by
Linda Balgord, in this show. She
is powerful, stern and unrelenting (and also has the largest, most
elaborate costumes in the fashion
of an English queen), as one expects. But when forced to attack
Grace O’Malley in order to protect
England’s interests, Elizabeth finds
herself identifying with Grace, a
strong, female leader like herself,
fighting for her people, and struggling to reconcile her desire for gender equality and her desire to retain
her femininity and humanity.
Although the set designs and
costumes are creative, the story
feels a bit choppy. At times, the
independent and post-modern
feminist ideal argued for by Grace
O’Malley is boring and predictable. In the end, Grace concludes
a “real woman” can’t ignore her
desire to be a mother. Perhaps the
creators of the show felt women today (struggling between choosing a
career over a family) would be able
to relate, although one wonders
what the reception of this show
would have been if it were 1920 and
not 2007. And while it is refreshing
to see a show with a strong female
lead, the story still lacks fluidity.
The best part of this show is by
far the Irish step dancing. Broadway actors are praised for their ability to sing, act and dance. The Pirate
Queen is no exception. The cast of
42 actors, which includes over 30
ensemble members, perform wonderful and vibrant Irish dances,
which, if nothing else, makes the
show a worthy Broadway outing.
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Leisure

Reserve a romantic date at East River Café
together, the flavors compliment
each other. However, the Pollo
Alla Vecchia Maniera ($16) leaves
room for improvement. Here, sautéed chicken breast is covered with
a white wine lemon caper sauce,
served with spinach and mashed
potatoes. The chicken breast is just
average, as it is tough, while the
mashed potatoes are buttery and
flavorful, but a bit lumpy.
Moving on to dessert, the tiramisu ($7) is a great value, as it is large
and unique because the layers are
extremely moist. The Tortino di Cioccolata ($7) is a small, bittersweet
chocolate tart with two scoops of
vanilla ice cream. The cakelike tart
is served warm and moist. Both of
these desserts are nicely presented, using red and green gel icing
to draw sunlike rays that surround
each dessert. To go along with dessert, there is also a great selection
of coffees with liqueur, such as the
French coffee ($9) that has Grand
Marnier and whipped cream. The
whipped cream is delicious and
helps to balance out the strong flavor of the liqueur.

BY OLEXA CAPILI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

East River Café is one of those
restaurants that cook up all the right
ingredients for the perfect, romantic dinner. The café has a beautiful
atmosphere, relaxing music and of
course, good food. Located in the
Upper East Side, this little gem of a
restaurant features French/Mediterranean food.
The interior of the restaurant
feels very light and airy, capturing
the feel of the Mediterranean. The
walls are painted a pink hue with
white swirls mixed in. Old blackand-white photos of Hollywood
stars hang from the walls. The entire restaurant is surrounded by
beautiful French doors, which open
up during the summer to allow for
romantic, outdoor seating. At night,
the restaurant has an energetic vibe
as it gains a significant crowd. There
is live piano music at night, featuring easy-listening songs like those
of Sinatra and Jobim.
For appetizers, the Gamberi
allo Spiedo ($12) is highly recommended. This dish features shrimp
wrapped in prosciutto and sage,
which is served under a salad mixed
with cannellini beans, avocado and
mango. The shrimp is buttery and
the prosciutto adds a touch of smokiness. The salad is also delicious
and each of the ingredients stand
out. Another interesting appetizer
is the Crocchette di Granchio ($13).
Here, Maryland jumbo crab cakes
are topped with guacamole and
crispy leeks. While unique, the addition of the guacamole and leeks
takes away from the flavor of the

ΜING LIN I THE TICKER

East River Café’s walls feature a lovely pink hue and Hollywood photographs.
crabmeat. Meanwhile, the Vongole
al Forno ($12) features small baked
clams. The clams are cooked with a
heavy coat of breadcrumbs, which
is strongly flavored with herbs.
There are many different types
of entrees to choose from, as well as
daily dinner specials. The bronzino
with roasted potatoes and asparagus ($26) is a recommended dinner
special. Bronzino is a type of fish
from the Mediterranean known for

its delicate texture. The bronzino
in this dish is grilled and served
with a fabulous scampi sauce made
with white wine, lemon and butter. When you dip the tender fish
in the sauce, it nearly melts in your
mouth.
Another dinner special that is
a definite winner is the seafood
linguine with spicy tomato sauce
($30). The portion size is large and
perfect for sharing. The dish uses

Foods for vibrant, healthy skin
n Berries, extra
virgin olive oil and
muffins all share
one thing — they’re
great for your skin!
BY REBECCA FORBES
STAFF WRITER

LAPROVENCACELLARS.COM

Olive oil can make you shine.

Everyone loves luminous skin.
We spend money on creams, special toners, body washes — anything that can make our skin look
wonderful. But, did you know that
you can capture the same results
through your diet? According to
the article, “Foods for Healthy Skin:
You Are What You Eat,” published
on WebMD.com, there are several
miracle foods that can help you get
healthy skin.
First, low-fat dairy products
such as yogurt are an excellent
source of Vitamin A, a vital factor in keeping skin healthy. Foods
high in antioxidants have also been
shown to be beneficial for the skin.
Antioxidants, which are helpful in
protecting skin cells from potential
damage by free radicals, may also
prevent premature aging. Foods to
look for include blackberries, blueberries, strawberries and plums.
Essential fatty acids are also
important because they keep your
skin membranes healthy. This is
vital because these membranes
are not only protective barriers for
your cells, but they also help bring
nutrients in and carry waste out.
The cell membrane is also active in
maintaining water, and therefore
moisture, in the cell. This results

in healthy, younger looking
skin. Omega-6 and Omega-3 fatty
acids must be kept in balance in
order to maintain healthy skin. According to the article, though we
have good exposure to Omega-6
fatty acids, we lack Omega-3s. Fish,
walnuts and flax seed oils are excellent sources of fatty acids.
Oils are also great for maintaining healthy skin. The trick is knowing which oils are the best. When
finding the best oils for cooking and
your skin, look for “cold pressed,”
“expeller processed” or “extra virgin” on the labels. These oils have
minimal preparation processes,
so their nutrients are maintained.
In addition to being good for your
skin and your body, these oils add
extra flavor in cooking.
Foods high in the mineral selenium have also been shown to be
beneficial for skin. Selenium plays
an important role in maintaining
healthy skin cells, the foundation of
healthy skin. Good sources of selenium include whole-wheat breads,
muffins and cereals, as well as, turkey, tuna and Brazil nuts.
Lastly, hydration is vital. Drinking water is the best way to keeping skin hydrated, which leads to
younger, healthier skin. Experts say
that eight glasses of water a day is
crucial. Another beverage that has
begun making waves is green tea
because it has anti-inflammatory
properties and it actively helps protect the cell membranes.
These are just a few things that
can keep your skin healthy. Though
the beauty products are helpful,
these foods are great for your skin
and body. For more information on
keeping your skin healthy by eating
well, please visit WebMD.com.

a thin linguine, which is covered
in a tomato sauce with a light consistency that is perfect for the dish.
There is also a generous heaping of
mussels, large shrimp, squid and
scallops.
From the menu, the orecchiette barese ($14) has small shell
pasta mixed with Italian sausage
and broccoli rabe, covered in a
garlic white wine sauce. Each flavor
is distinctly bold, but when eaten

East River Café
1111 First Ave. (Cross Street: 61st
Street)
(212) 980-3144
Directions: 4, 5, 6; N, R at 59th
Street
Out of 5 stars:
Food: 3
Atmosphere: 5
Service: 4
Price: $$$ ($30-$59)

COOKING WITH ANGELA

Penne with asparagus
and bacon

ALL-CREATURES.ORG

Ingredients:
Makes 6-8 servings
2 pounds penne
1 pound asparagus, trimmed
8 ounces bacon, cut in thin
strips
6 ounces mozzarella, cut into
small cubes
3 garlic cloves, minced
3 tablespoons olive oil
Salt and pepper

Directions:
1. Cook asparagus in
boiling water for 2-3 minutes.
Remove asparagus from boiling water to a bowl of ice water. Strain and cut asparagus
into 1-inch pieces.
2. Return water in the
pot to a boil. Add the pasta
and cook until al dente.
3. Sauté garlic in olive oil
in a large skillet. Add bacon
and sauté. Mix in asparagus.
4. Add the bacon and asparagus to the penne. Mix in
mozzarella. Season with salt
and pepper, to taste.
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BASU’s Fashion Show: Asia with flair

POSITIVE THINKING

BY JASON SCHWARTZ
STAFF WRITER

Many of Baruch’s clubs opt to
put on so-called “fashion shows”
as a source of self-promotion and
as an outlet to connect themselves
with the student body. Aside from
Shop of Style, these productions
can be reduced to a simple cocktail.
Take one cheesy host who will only
be familiar to those in the particular club’s community, add a jigger
of dance groups, a splash of frats
and sororities attempting to step
dance and garnish with choreographed scenes reminiscent of real
fashion shows. And don’t forget, to
stir 30 minutes past the planned
start time.
This was the case on April 20 at
the Asian Flair Fashion Show presented by BASU. As Marlyn Frage
and I sat down in our second row
“VIP” seats, we introduced ourselves to Kat, a girl who does not
attend Baruch. Kat was there to
support Manny, one of the models. After chatting way past the 7
p.m. start time, the opening scene
began. The Chinese Free Mason
Athletic Club performed a traditional lion dance that filled the
room with energy. The percussions
from the beating drum were pulsing rhythmically with the hearts of
the audience. Obliged to make a
fashion remark, the dancers wore
lion- themed pants that were out of
season.
The first fashion scene was
“spring and summer wear.” I do not
think I can distinguish properly between any of the scenes, since the
target of each one — the business
scene, the morning after scene, the
formal scene, the clubbing scene,
not to mention the lingerie scene
— was sex appeal, gaining the attention of the horny male attendees.
I found the cultural scene to
be quite beautiful with traditional
Chinese long dresses, kimonos and
other Asian-inspired costumes. I
applaud the choreographers for
making creative use of the stage,
not only the straight portion of the
runway; however, straying from linear walking is atypical for a “fashion show.” The model selection
was poor, save for Amy Yang, Elizabeth Tin, Jina Tong and Rezwana
Hoque.
On to the barrage of dance
troupes that performed, I found
the Baruch Boys to be a nice way to
start off the endless train of dancers,
but next time, hands away from the
crotch. Nu Alpha Phi’s NAPhi Reality skit was entertaining. However, I
only perceived one of the members
as actually having what most refer
to as “rhythm.” Lighten up girls; it’s
something you’re born with. The
rest of the dancing Greek Asians

Life lessons
for success
BY CHANDRESH BHARDWAJ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

There are no rules on how to
live life and there shouldn’t be.
But I have come up with a few tips
to make life a little easier:

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Notorious MSG ,with amazing arm tattoos, cheers on the crowd. Woo!

Believe in yourself, even if it
feels like no one else does.
Many of us have heard or read
this statement, but few of us actually follow it. This belief has to be
maintained even when others go
against your instinct, because it is
then that you begin to doubt yourself. Michael Dell, the founder of
Dell computers, applied for a high
school equivalency degree when
he was in third grade. He made
$18,000 in commission at his summer job selling newspapers when
he was only 16. His parents wanted him to get a college education
but he dropped out of college and
set up a 1,000-square-foot office
in Austin to sell upgrade kits. This
was possible due to Dell’s strong
belief in himself. Had he followed
the same standards as everyone
else, we would have been deprived of a great company.
There is no failure.
Only challenges.
So-called “failures” in life are
actually challenges and an opportunity to learn something new.
Obstacles are those fearful things
that you think up when you stray
from your goals. Pleasant Rowland, the founder of American
Girl dolls, was labeled a “surefire failure” when she debuted
in the industry. Her idea of dolls
was considered the “worst idea”
ever heard. Her advertising company thought “American Girl”
would fail. In her second year
of business, she was diagnosed
with breast cancer — but she believed that her “mind didn’t have
cancer.” What a thought! In a 13year period, Rowland made the
company go from “zero to $300
million.” The company was later
sold to Mattel for $700 million.
This is an incredible example of
turning failures into challenges.

VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

Angela Padilla in the business scene.
are a blur, perhaps due to the overabundance. However, the special
appearance by Belly Trance was a
true treat. The women were almost
bird-like and quite mesmerizing,
which I did not feel to be overtly
sexy, but the appeal was there.
My third time hearing the New
York Boyz of Comedy was the first
time I actually paid attention to
the jokes. Victor Chu’s humor was
a bit dry, but I found Max May to
be amusing. Perhaps it is because
I have a soft spot for people that
know how to make fun of themselves.
The headling performance by
Notorious MSG was a cute and
comical performance. Frage and
I immensely enjoyed their outfits.
I was on the edge of my seat when
they sang ‘Dim Sun Girl.’ However, I
wish they were not at the end of the
show when I was bored and tired.
In closing, while I did not particularly enjoy the show, I do realize that I am not entirely the target
audience. BASU achieved their goal
of strengthening the bond between
the Asian communities of Baruch,
and brought me insight into their
operations, traditions and talents.

Know what leadership is.
Leadership is not about being
the center of attention or acting
like you are the best among all. It’s
about getting the best out of your
teammates. Reward your colleagues for their hard work.
VICTOR CHU I THE TICKER

A model struts her stuff on the runway

E-mail comments to cbh2207@
gmail.com.

IN THE CITY
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Music Concert: Tyrone Wells,
Ernie Halter, Akiva
Knitting Factory (74 Leonard
St.)
Cost: $12 (7 p.m.)
For more info: 212-219-3132

Tally Hall, Action Action,
Great Lakes Myth Society
Knitting Factory (74
Leonard St.)
Cost: $10 (7 p.m.)
For more info: 212-2193132

Party to celebrate the NYC
premier of the film “SCOTT
WALKER - 30 CENTURY
MAN” at the TriBeCa Film
Festival documentary film
by Stephen Kijak Executive
Producer: David Bowie
Knitting Factory (74 Leonard
St.)
Cost: $10 (6 p.m.)
For more info: 212-219-3132

Brother Ali, Psalm One, BK
One, OneBeLo and hosted by
Toki Wright
Knitting Factory (74 Leonard
St.)
Cost: $12 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-219-3132

Too Much Joy: first show in
10 years!!!, The Impulse
Knitting Factory (74 Leonard
St.)
Cost: $17 (9:30 p.m.)
For more info: 212-219-3132

What: Mayor’s Alliance/
Maddie’s Pet Adoption
Festival
Where: Van Cortlandt Park,
Memorial Grove
For more info: 212-754-6500

Crossing Borders: ElectroAcoustic Music Concert, Part
of Upper West Fest
Leonard Nimoy Thalia
Theatre, Symphony Space
2537 Broadway at 95th
Street
For more info: 212-864-5400

3 Floors of Ska with the
Toasters! Main Space with
The Toasters, The Briggs,
Steadfast United with Lynval
Golding, One Night Band,
Royal City Riot
Knitting Factory (74 Leonard
St.)
Cost: $20
For more info: 212-219-3132

Spring Concert
Saint Peter’s Church, East
54th Street & Lexington
Avenue
Konono N°1 and Magik
Cost: $10- $20.
For more info: 516-248-7549 Markers
Knitting Factory (74 Leonard
St.)
Cost: $20 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-260-4700

We Tell the Story: Songs of
Aherns & Flaherty, A Benefit
for Make-A-Wish
Korea Palace Restaurant, 127
East 54th Street
For more info: 212-868-1368

World Monuments:
Touchstones of Past and
Present
The Metropolitan Museum
of Art
Cost: $22 (8 p.m.)
For more info: 212-5703949

Theater: An Octopus Love
Story
48 West 21st Street
For more info: 212-868-4444

What: Swing Dance
Where: St. Cyril & Methodius
Croatian Hall, 502 West 41st
Street (immediate west of
Tenth Avenue)
Cost: $15
For more info: 212-NYN-YSDS
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Rangers find themselves boxed in Buffalo
Well we all know what the Rangers have to do to compete in their
second round playoff match up
with the Buffalo Sabres. The Rangers need to fore-check effectively,
play stingy defense in front of Lundqvist, take plenty of shots at Ryan
Miller and refrain from taking bad
penalties. Slowing down the Sabres
with physical play and hoping Lundqvist is sharp are also some ideal
objectives that the Rangers have.
So what happened in the first
game? The Rangers lost the opening
match-up by the score of 5-2. The
played a sub-par first period and
in my opinion were lucky to end
the period tied at zero. Lundqvist
turned aside all 15 shots he faced

while the Rangers killed off four
power plays. The
Rangers played
almost a third
of that period a
man down trying
to get the puck
out of their zone,
resulting in only IGOR GORODETSKY
eight shots on
IGGY’S
goal in the first.
The second SPORTS
period started SPEAK
with
another
Ranger penalty and afterwards the
Rangers were forced to be on their
heels. Constantly back peddling
the Rangers were having trouble

Bonds chases
Aaron into history
n Barry Bonds is
within reach of
taking the title of
Homerun King, but
is baseball ready
to crown him?
BY IRVING DEJOHN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Just 15 more splashes into McCovey Cove in San Francisco and
Barry Bonds will become the alltime home run champion. His inflated head, both literally and figuratively, will trot proudly around
the bases as it has hundreds of
times.
It is difficult to imagine, even
though it is imminent. Will he be
booed, cheered for his accomplishments or just ignored and
treated as a person who cheated?
The media has long painted
him as the soulless, surly slugger
who isn’t quite the ambassador of
the game as his numbers would
suggest. Game of Shadows chronicled his progression from all-star
outfielder to superhuman power
hitter.
But much like every great hitter
must do, he has ignored all these
distractions and just continued
to demoralize opposing pitching.
Whether you believe the critics or
not, it is hard to ignore Bonds’ Hall
of Fame Status before all this controversy began.
Putting aside controversy, the
magical spike in numbers as his
thirties waned on and any bias
because of his disposition, Bonds
would have put up Hall of Fame
numbers.
Often, it is difficult to consider

this fact when it is almost absurdly
obvious that something became
very different in Barry Bonds after
1998. Something we’re supposed
to ignore amid the oohs and aahs
of his mammoth home runs.
That drastic difference is where
logic and eventual disgust comes
in to play. Most players’ statistics
follow a normal curve, with their
numbers peaking in their late
twenties and early thirties and beginning to decline following that.
Which is why it isn’t hard to understand those critics when Bonds
swats an all-time record 73 homers
at age 37, in a career where Bonds
had never even reached 50.
The homers continued to pour
in as he hit 46 at the age of 38 and
then 45 homeruns for the next two
years. Bonds hitting 209 homers in
the last four years of his thirties is
questionable. This is the supposed
twilight of his career, not the peak.
This is the problem with discussing Bonds, you’ll find many
contradictions. On one hand, you
have to praise the beginning of his
career for being one of the greatest
power/speed players ever.
Then in that same breath you
have to condemn him for obviously cheating during the second
of half of his career. Which is why
when Bonds breaks the all-time
career home run record; mixed
emotions are bound to happen.
Bonds 1986 – 1998:
1364 Runs
1917 Hits
411 HR
1216 RBI
445 SB
.289.5 AVG
Season Averages: 104.9
runs, 31.6 HR, 93.5 RBI, 34.2 SB

OCREGISTER.COM/NEWSIMAGES/OPINION

efficiently line changing due to the
speed of the Buffalo rush.
The absence of Michal Rozsival
after a first period injury also hurt
the Rangers effectiveness on defense as they were constantly beaten in their own zone.
The game was definitely a tough
game to watch as a Rangers fan. The
neutral zone looked like a skating
park for the Sabres as the dashed
through it almost unchallenged.
Once in the Rangers zone, the
Sabre forwards were completely
undressing the Ranger defensemen, sometimes going through
multiple players to shoot on goal.
The defense was not completely
to blame however. The eight pen-

alties during the game do not rest
easy on a weary defense. Eventually there will be a break down as we
saw in the 14 minute of the second
period. Lundqvist did all he could
but he was constantly left either
one on one with a Buffalo forward
or put in a position where he could
not clearly see the puck.
I’ve heard a lot of Ranger fans
complaining about the Pominville
goal early in third period when the
Ranger net was knocked off. The
puck clearly went past the line but
it went off charging Pominville’s
skate.
I didn’t see much of a kicking motion in order to say it was
intentional but would it really mat-

ter? The score was 3-1 at that point
midway through the third period.
The Rangers did not deserve that
game.
Stupid penalties will kill the
Rangers and they will not beat Buffalo on the penalty kill. The Rangers
also have to start fore-checking especially up in the neutral zone and
throw some more weight around in
order to slow down these speedy
Sabre forwards.
Maybe the Rangers had too
many days off but I expect to see a
more disciplined effort in the coming games. Once the Rangers stay
out of the box the scoring opportunities will come.
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Women’s volleyball BARUCH SPORTS SPOTLIGHT
ready to take over A Bearcat’s passion: baseball
BY MARIANE ST. MAURICE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The age of five is when most
children start attending preschool,
and begin to grasp the concept of
“best friends”. At the age of 5, Dennis Treulieb found a best friend in
baseball.
When Dennis’ father first got
him got his son involved in baseball,
in the East Meadow Little League,
he made sure Dennis was also involved in basketball and soccer.
Though he still plays those sports
recreationally, Dennis decided to
pursue baseball after juggling the
three sports for seven years. “I really enjoyed playing baseball, playing the outfield. So I stuck with it,”
said the senior pitcher.
Dennis continued to play into
middle school, often with older
kids. However, when he reached
the eighth grade he was faced with

a major set back: he dislocated his
shoulder while doing eighth-grade
wrestling.
The injury put things in perspective for Dennis, who wasn’t
sure if he was going to keep playing in high school. Nevertheless,
he decided to try out, and made the
team. He continued to play baseball throughout all his high school
years, and was part of the Varsity
team his junior and senior years.
While he was in high school,
Dennis was lucky to have an excellent coaching staff, which eventually led him to Baruch. Graduating
this year, he has been a Bearcat for
four years. And four years not only
means four seasons, but four full
years: Dennis, like most dedicated
baseball players, practices yearround.
There is a team mini-season
in the fall, followed by individual
workouts in the winter. With the

beginning of spring the season begins, meaning many practices and
games with the Bearcats.
After the season, Dennis spends
the summer playing in another
league to gain experience. Last
summer, he played with a town
league, and he is planning to play
with the Westchester Wooden Bat
league this year, which is conveniently located near his job.
The love Dennis has for the
game comes from the mental
toughness it requires. He loves
the sport so much that he plans
on continuing to be involved in
it once he graduates, by playing
and maybe going back to his high
school to coach. He has coached
before, and brought a team that
was “not the best” to a championship title. “It’s a good feeling,”
he says simply. By the looks of
it, he is on his way to conquering
many more.

If you would like to write
articles for the sports
section, contact the editor at

tickersports@gmail.com
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Allison Gunther has high hopes for her diverse team this upcoming season.
BY MARINA SOBIYEVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

In the fall ’06 semester, the
women’s volleyball team was appointed a new head coach, Allison
Gunther. Unfortunately, the team
lost in the CUNYAC Semifinals.
So what can we expected from the
women’s volleyball team this fall?
Gunther came to Baruch about
two weeks before the season started. This left her no opportunity to
recruit new players.
The team consisted mostly of
brand new players with only four
returning from the fall ’05 season.
“It was a bit of a struggle to get
them to start working as a team,”
comments Gunther.
Gunther feels very confident
about the upcoming season. Eight
players are expected to return in
the fall.
Among them is middle blocker
Alice Livermore, who will be playing the outside hitter position
next year. Her coach describes her
as “very dependable.” It also includes the team’s captain, “a very
solid player,” Nicole Baruffaldi and
Lizzie Vasquez, who was named
Top CUNYAC Libero.
Six new players will be joining
the team, among them a student
from Arkansas and a student from
Texas.
Kristin Walker, of Arkansas, is a
5’8’’ lefty setter who “is going to be
an immediate impact,” said Gunther.
Lauren Palmer, from Texas, is
going to be a go-to hitter. According to Gunther, she is a very strong
offensive player. She was also accepted into the CUNY Honors program at Baruch.

For Gunther, it is very important that the out-of-state students
qualify for scholarships since
out-of-state tuition is about twice
the amount for in-state students.
“Luckily, they are both really
smart and good players,” she commented about the two new out-ofstate recruits.
Recruiting players from out
of the state is not easy, especially
since there is no money in the
budget for a coach to travel around
the country.
Gunther used recruiting Web
sites in order to find new players.
After finding the students, the difficult part is convincing them to
come to Baruch. Due to the lack
of dorms Baruch has a hard time
recruiting out of state athletes.
“Once they came, I won them over.
The hardest part is to get them to
come over. After that, Baruch does
its own work,” said Gunther.
Another addition to the team
will be the new assistant coach,
Justin Stack. Stack is currently the
head coach of the men’s volleyball
team. “Girls adore him. He’ll be a
great addition to the family,” said
Gunther.
Although it took the players a
while “to get to know [their new
coach, the team is] more of a family unit now. “I expect a lot from
my girls. I think we have a good
chance of winning CUNYA. My
goal is to win CUNYAC and go on
to NCAA,” said Gunther.
The next season is a mere four
months away. During the summer
hiatus, the Bearcats will be getting
ready. We wish them luck in their
upcoming season.
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SCHEDULE
Baseball
5/1 – Baruch vs. Kings Point 4 p.m.
5/2 – Baruch vs. Mitchell 4 p.m.
5/5 – Baruch vs. Lehman noon
5/6 – Baruch vs. Lehman 1 p.m.

Softball
5/2 – CUNYAC Playoffs 4 p.m.
5/4 – CUNYAC Playoffs TBD
5/5 – CUNYAC Playoffs TBD
5/6 – CUNYAC Playoffs TBD
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Lady Bearcats looking hot

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Ally Stamatiades has proven herself to be the ace of the Bearcats pitching staff.
BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As the end of the spring semester approaches, Baruch College anticipates a few things. For students,
the lazy days of summer are just
around the corner and for Baruch
seniors, graduation is a just weeks
away. However, the end of the semester signifies something a little
different to those of Baruch’s softball team: playoffs.
Despite being a new team,
achieving a CUNY championship
is closer than most may think. The
team has achieved an unexpected
CUNY conference record of 8-4
and an overall record of 13-14. They
have earned themselves the number 3 spot in CUNY’s west division,
falling just behind Staten Island
and Hunter.
The future for this season’s team
looked bleak last season when it
lost 10 players to graduation, leaving only five returning players including seniors Ally Stamatiades
and Leidy Nunez.
Head Coach Jose Negroni made

a strong impact in recruiting nine
new, yet impressive women, perfectly balancing the team’s level of
preexisting skill and fresh talent.
One new addition to the team,
freshman catcher, Idelissa Lluveres,
has been named Baruch’s Rookie
of the Week for two consecutive
weeks because of her remarkable
batting averages of .541 overall and
.475 within conference games.
In just her first year, Lluveres has
defined herself as the most consistent batter on the team with a total
of 28 RBIs and three homeruns.
However, with her team close to
heart, Lluveres doesn’t let the honorable title get to her head. “The
title doesn’t satisfy all my goals [as a
player]. My goal is to win the Championships,” she says. “My overall
goal is to help the team succeed.”
Strong chemistry between the
freshman catcher and pitcher Ally
Stamatiades is also a key element in
the team’s success this season. “Ally
and I don’t get into many conflicts,”
Lluveres says. “I know her well
enough to know what she wants to
pitch. We usually see eye to eye.”

Despite their unmistakable talent and collective love for the game,
the team did suffer a few devastating losses, one to none other than
Baruch’s arch-nemesis, Hunter

“We already know
what [Hunter and CSI]
have,” says Pena. “We’ll
be hungrier than them
in the playoffs. We’re
going to surprise them.”
MELISSA PENA
SHORTSTOP
College.
Freshman shortstop Melissa
Pena blames the doubleheader loss
to “mental mistakes.”
“We got a little too comfortable

with the six-run lead that we had
[in the first game],” she explains.
Hunter went on to take the win in
both games with scores of 10-6 and
8-0, respectively.
Another possible opponent that
the women are likely to take on in
the playoffs is Staten Island, who
swept the Bearcats in last week’s
doubleheader with scores of 1-5
and 1-6. Low offensive scoring was
the problem when the lady Bearcats
failed to connect the bat to the ball.
“We didn’t bat. We didn’t come together,” says Pena. “It’s not like we
gave up, but we didn’t come out
with the same intensity.”
Outside of the conference, the
softball team performed well but
fell victim to more experienced
teams in doubleheaders against
the Kean Cougars (0-10, 0-10) and
Jersey City (4-12, 1-3).
Both Lluveras and Pena agree
that their team looks to non-conference games for more opportunities to practice in preparation to the
playoffs.
Pena explains the inverse
relationship behind the team’s

conference and overall records.
“They’re practice, in a way. It’s not
as mandatory to win non-conference games. It’s the conference
games that lead to the playoffs.”
The softball team is one of the
most underrated teams at Baruch
this season despite their incredible
victories and current standing in
the conference.
Nonetheless, it’s been what Lluveres calls a “hard road” but both
the bumps they’ve encountered
and the confidence they’ve gained
from winning have conditioned the
women for this very moment.
With Hunter defending its longstanding reputation and Staten
Island coming into the playoffs undefeated, keeping up in the playoffs
may not be easy.
However, the lady Bearcats are
not the least bit intimidated. In fact,
they will pull out a secret weapon of
their own: an appetite to win. “We
already know what [Hunter and
CSI] have,” says Pena. “We’ll be
hungrier than them in the playoffs.
We’re going to surprise them.”

